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ABSTRACT
Recreation Specialization and Preferences
of Utah Anglers
by
Bruce P. Andersen, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1990
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Schreyer
Department: Forest Resources
The purposes of this study were to gain a better understanding
of anglers and angler preferences and to examine differences between
subgroups of anglers based on level of specialization.

Understanding

these similarities and differences between user groups will provide
valuable input for more effective fisheries management.
A randomized mail survey was sent to resident, adult fishinglicense holders in Utah.
returns for data analysis.

A 68% response rate yielded 1216 usable
An analysis of three recreation

specialization dimensions (participation, equipment and investment, and
lifestyle) and further analysis of participation and investment
variables were used to develop a typology of Utah anglers.

Three

specialization subgroups and four typology subgroups were then compared
to determine differences in motivations for fishing, preferences toward
various fishing and management attributes and the desirability of
available fish species.
Anglers with different levels of specialization differed
significantly in their motivations for fishing, preferences for fishery
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resource attributes and desirability ratings of available fish species.
Typology subgroups were found to not differ significantly in
motivations, preferences or species desirability ratings.

However,

level of participation (number of fishing trips taken in past year) and
investment (money invested in fishing equipment) were each valuable in
identifying differences in motivations and preferences, but not in
species desirability ratings.
By identifying sportsmen constituencies based on specialization
characteristics, managers can better provide fishing opportunities
consistent with angler needs.

Fisheries managers will have a tool to

match sportsmen with the type of setting and management strategy desired
or to match the management to the sportsmen, thus maximizing
satisfaction.
(92 pages)

INTRODUCTION
During recent years, Utah fisheries

managers and biologists

been facing the problem of meeting ever-increasing

recreational

demands with equal or decreased natural

and financial

the same time, various special

groups within the fishing

interest

have
fishing

resources.

At

community have become more active and vocal in attempting to affect
agency policies.

At public meetings, such groups often work to

influence decisions

so as to enhance their own fishing experiences.

However, in a world of competing interests,
affect

ultimately

such decisions

the desired experience of others.
Recognizing this,

fjsheries

officials

Wildlife Resources want to gain a better

in the Utah Division of
understanding of how anglers

feel about various aspects of the public's

perceptions

of fishing.

Increasing demand for fishing and fishing opportunities
fisheries

has resulted

in

managers being more concerned about anglers and their

recreation

experiences,

allocating

resources to fisheries

Fisheries

when making fisheries

management decisions

projects.

managers at the Utah Division of Wildlife

concerned about sustaining

and

the high quality

perceive the angling public expects.

of fishing

Resources are

that they

Each year, biological

concerns

and the changing demands of the public lead to modified regulations:
decreased limits,
fishing.

tackle restrictions,

The central

It is likely

question is What really

and year-round

drives these decisions?

that these changes probably have a far greater

people than they do on the viability
it is vital ·to gain a better
perceptions

catch and release

of the fishing

of fish populations.

effect

Therefore,

understanding of anglers and their
experience.

on

2

Different

see fishing

individuals

However, many

1987; Chipman and Helfrich 1988; Bryan 1977).

shared.
fishing

and types of fishing

of fishing

characteristics

(Krannich and Cundy

differently

opportunities

as well as differences

Understanding such similarities,

fishing

experiences may hold the key to understanding

groups and their

This may be a significant

in

user

toward those experiences.

and preferences

attitudes

are

fisheries

input into more effective

management.
Various investigations,

using a wide array of criteria,

into the resource decision-making process.
al.

(1978) identified

motivations

to link these findings

recreationists

attempted to group or categorize

For instance,

six subgroups of wilderness
dimensions.

and resource-related

have

Manfredo et

anglers based on

Motivation dimensions in
subgroups of anglers in

angling provided the basis for identifying

Michigan and Pennsylvania (Driver and Cooksey 1977) and Wyoming
(Buchanan et al. 1982).
preferences
determinants

for specific

In Colorado, Harris et al.
attributes

of the fishing

(1985) found that
site were important

of where anglers chose to fish.

Though the motivation dimension and resource attributes
valuable insight

into understanding angler preferences,

limited value to sport fisheries
the method and analysis

provide

they are of

managers because of the complexity of

and the indirect

tie to observable or easily

measured behavior.
One way of dealing with the variation
the conceptual framework of recreation

in anglers'

specialization

developed for trout fishermen (Bryan 1977).

preferences
that has been

According to Bryan,

is

3

recreational

specialization

refers

from general to particular--from
range of behavior is exhibited
used in pursuing an activity

to a continuum of behavior ranging
beginner through experienced.

by differences
and in setting

This

in equipment and skills
preferences

(Bryan 1979).

Snepenger and Ditton (1985) further determined that , nationally ,
recreation

behavior indicators

toward greater
fishing .

extensity

from 1955- 1980 demonstrated a trend

and specialization

of participation

According to Bryan (1979), anglers with different

specialization

wi thin fishing may have different

management options,
characteristics
implications

.

species and sizes of fish,

in
degrees of

preference s for
and fishing

sett i ng

Bryan (1979) concluded that one of the most important

for this type of research is the greater

sati sfa ction

sportsmen will receive if management deci s ion s are guided by
specialization

principles .

Study Objective s
By identifying
characteristics

sportsmen constituencies

, managers can better

consi stent with angler needs.
group s , managers can allocate

based on speciali zation

provide fishing opportunitie s

By quantifying

the specialization

fi shing opportunities

based on an

understanding of the actual range of demand, rather than the perceived
demand. Fisheries
the type of setting

managers will have a tool to match sportsmen with
and management strategy

desired (or to match the

management to the sportsmen), thus maximizing satisfaction.
Another consideration
ability

to provide recreation

and to justify

such decisions

is the political

benefit derived from the

opportunities

for a wide variety of user s

based on a clear picture of angler
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preferences.

For example, this allows better

programs like catch-and-release

allocation

and put-and-take

of special

fishing

based on

measurable demand.
Fishermen pay most of the costs for fisheries
the sale of fishing licenses
equipment.
fishery

and a federal

Continued support,

management through

excise tax on fishing

both financial

and political,

resource programs is dependent on the public's

management decisions

and satisfaction

for

acceptance of

with avai l able fishing

opportunities.
The purpose of this study is to determine preferences
attitudes
can better

of Utah anglers so that future fisheries
reflect

their

concerns and desires.

management decisions

The study has seve ral

objectives:
1.

To develop a means of categorizing
definable

anglers into

groups based on measurable

characteristics.
2.

To quantify the number (or percentage of the
angling population)

within each definable

group.
3.

To determine differences
in attitudes
fishing

4.

between angler groups

and preferences

toward various

and management attributes.

To determine the desirability

of fishing

for

various species of fish and determine the
reasons why certain

and

species are not fished for.
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OF LITERATURE
REVIEW
This chapter serves as a review of the pertinent

frameworks that form the basis for understanding

theoretical

The discussion

anglers into groups.

Next, some of the literature
social science per spective

in the activity.

addressing fi sheries management from a
is explored.

specialization

concept of recreation

here will focus on three areas.

and reasons for participating

is motivations

the differences

and for categorizing

and angler preferences

angling,

recreational

The first

and

literature

The third section examines th e

and other methods of under standing

in angler behavior and of segmenting angler groups.

Motivation
Driver' s model of recreation

behavior has become a fundamental
participate

concept in understanding why recreatio~ists
recreation

activitie

experiente''

s.

Driver (1976) defines the "rec r eation

as the sum of the recreationist's

phys iological

in var iou s

mental , spiritual

or other responses to a recreational

the experience that results

from participation

,
It i s

engagement.

in an activity

or group

of activities.
Two different

recreationists

may be seeking different
the experience.
trail

in the same activity

experiences , or psychological

to escape from the daily routine and to appreciate

in general,

but their

nature while

with a group of people to test his

and to enjoy a social experience.

same activity

outcomes , f rom

For example, one hiker may be hiking a backcountry

another may be hiking the same trail
skill

participating

Both recreationists

recreation

enjoy the

experiences differ

with

6

respect to the specific

two recreationists

Similarly,

sought.

outcome, or satisfaction,
seeking similar

those needs through any one of several activity

outcomes may satisfy

rock climbing or a

nature may be met through bird watching, hiking,
.

of other activities

variety

In either

Psychological

outcome.

attaches

choose (Virden 1986).

opportunity

They could affect

or the choice of particular

activity

to any

outcomes are considered an important

in determining which recreation

factor

in

experience is defined , at least

case, the recreation

part , by the value or meaning the recreationist
particular

and enjoying

release

For example, desired outcomes of stress

choices .

psychological

will

a recreationist

the choice of the genera l
or characteristics

settings

of an

experience within an activity.
Motivations for fishing were explored by Knopf, Driver and
Bassett

The re searchers found that fishermen were strongly

(1973).

motivated by four unmet needs :
exploration

and experiencing

ranked particularly

other activities.
that of exploration.

The need to escape

settings.

Achievement, though identified

through fishing experiences,

need satisfied

experiences.

natural

high for the fishermen as compared to participants

i n ten other activities.

trailbiking

temporary escape, achievement ,

as an opportunity

by fishing was

below hiking and

to seek out new environments and

The need to experience natural

environments also ranked

very high for fishermen compared to participants
activities,

motivation in

was a greater

-The third major unmet need satisfied
Fishing ranked third,

as a primary

suggesting that anglers particularly

in the other
appreciate

natural

7

surroundings.
More recently,
to determine,

Krannich and Cundy (1987) studied Utah fishermen

among other things,

the satisfaction

from their

fishing experiences.

recreation

experience based on attaining

outcomes after

Satisfaction

that people derive

is the evaluation

of a

the desired psychological

the experience is complete (Driver 1976).

Utah fishermen derive high satisfaction
exoerience and from getting
outcomes receiving

away. More specifically,

outdoor

the desired

the highest mean scores were "being outdoors,"

"sne11s and sounds of the outdoors,"
prJblems," "getting

from a natural

"getting

away from civilization,"

away from everyday
"being close to nature,"

"g:!tting away from home" and "spending time with companions" (Krannich
anj Cundy 1987).
Fi)heries Management
Many state fishery management agencies have conducted research to
gain a better

understanding of anglers.

in terms of demographic factors

Some studies describe anglers

1 i ke age, sex, income and p1ace of

re;idence (Kinman and Hoyt 1984; Volk and Montgomery 1973).
Species of fish caught or preferred
ag!ncies.

In most studies,

is important to many

frequency of fishing

for various species or

pe·centages of anglers seeking each species is determined (Volk and
Mo1tgomery1973; Mallet 1980; Heller and Peterson 1985).
Satisfaction

with fishing opportunities

pr,grams is of paramount interest

to fisheries

and fisheries
managers.

management
Satisfaction

ca1 be ranked by the respondent on a continuous scale or broken into
mutidimensional

fishing

items (Krannich and Cundy 1987) or measured

8

with discrete

rankings such as excellent,

(Mallet 1980; Volk and Montgomery1973).

satisfied,

and unsatisfied

Satisfaction

may vary

depending on county or state of residence (Volk and Montgomery1973),
species of fish sought or a combination of species and setting

(Mallet

1980).
Anglers have been grouped based on factors that influence their
fishing experience.
fisheries

Such attitude

managementconcepts.

groups can be tied to various

For example, anglers desiring to catch

a limit or at least some good eating fish can utilize
fisheries

(Stone 1978).

attributes

Choices anglers make can be based on the

of specific types of sport fisheries

available

al. 1985), although there appears to be a difference
anglers say they want and what they actually do.
(1985) suggest that fisheries

stated preferences.

(Harris et

between what

Harris and Bergersen

managementdecisions should be guided by

actual use of the fishing opportunities
anglers'

basic yield

available,

rather than by

However, this would overlook latent

demand for new opportunities.
In an assessment of the benefits of special fisheries
Buchanan et al. (1982) looked for differences

management,

in motivations between

fishermen using "wild," "trophy" and "basic yield" (harvest-oriented)
fisheries.
relation

A stepwise discriminant analysis was used to identify the
between individuals grouped by the type of managementarea at

which they were contacted.

Though the researchers

for refinement and further efforts
?ignificant

a need

to segment anglers, they did find

(although admittedly weak) differences

the managementcategories.

identified

in motives across

9

In Utah, angler behavior and trends in angler use are studied and
documented through periodic statewide fisheries
The latest
activity

study (Johnson 1988) revealed a slight decrease in angler
both in terms of angling days and angling hours.

decrease in harvest was also noted.
particular

managementsurveys.

A similar

A shift in use from several

waters to other waters also occurred since the prior survey

in 1981. Although the trend information provides a general indication
of angler use over time, it does little

to provide the angler

preference information needed to make responsible managementdecisions.
Recreation Specialization
Hobson Bryan (1977, 1979) pioneered the concept of outdoor
recreation

specialization.

specialization

According to Bryan, recreational

refers to a continuum of behavior ranging from general

to particular--from

beginner through experienced.

behavior is exhibited by differences
pursuing an activity

This range of

in equipment and skills

used in

and in setting preferences (Bryan 1979).

skiing, for example, low specialization

In

may be exhibited by a weak-

kneed novice skiing two or three Saturdays a season; high
specialization

could be a ski-bum powder hound who operates a ski shop

or runs chairlifts

to be close to skiing and other skiers;

and

someplace in the middle might be a group of avid downhillers who spend
a week at Aspen each year.
An avid fisherman himself, Bryan recognized that there were
subgroups of participants

within the general category of fishing.

Prior research often treated users of a particular
homogeneousgroup.

activity

as a

Bryan (1977) viewed this as a weakness in those

10

research efforts.
In his study, fishermen were assigned to one of four groups:
occasional fishermen, generalists, technique specialists and techniquesetting specialists

(Table 1).

Occasional fishermen were those who

fish infrequently because they are new to the activity

and have not

established it as a regular part of their leisure or because it has
simply not becomea major interest.
Generalists are fishermen who have
Table 1. Bryan's conceptual framework of angling specialization
fishermen characteristics.

and

Resource
Orientation,
Management
Philosophy

Social
Setting
Leisure
Orientation

Catching~ fish,
fish on any
tackle available.

Any water containing fish .
Ease of access
to the water .

Fishing with
family.
Seldom take
vacations.

Generalists

Catching a limit
of trout on spinning or spincasting tackle.

Lakes, larger
free-stone streams.
Stocking to supplement fish reproduced in streams.

Fishing with
peers. Take
short vacation
within region.

Technique
Specialists

Catching large
fish on specialized equipment
(fly tackle).

Prefer stream
fishing to lake.
Harvesting policy
to enhance fish
size.

Fishing with
peers. Take
extended fishing vacations.

TechniqueSetting
Specialists

Catching fish
under exacting
conditions--on
spring streams
with specialized
equipment (fly
tackle).

Limestone spring
streams. Habitat
management,preservation of natural
setting

Fishing with
fellow specialists (a
reference
group) . May
center lives
around sport.

Degree of
Specialization

Fishing
Orientation
Equipment

Occasional
Fishermen

£DY
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the sport as a regular leisure

established

in a

are anglers who specialize

Technique specialists

of techniques.

and use a variety

activity

method, largely to the exclusion of other techniques.

particular

Technique-setting

specialists

are those highly committed anglers who
preferences

in the methods they use and who have distinct

specialize

water types on which to practice

for specific

(Bryan

the activity

1977) .
The groups differed

in both fishing experience and commitment to
levels of

Bryan (1977) found that fishermen at different

fishing.

specialization

could be characterized

by different

For example, he found significant

behaviors.

angler types in their preferences
and quantity;

and

preferences

differences

between
size

toward equipment; fish species,

water type; management strategy

and social setting.

Bryan's work involved trout fishermen along rivers

like the

Madison, Yellowstone and Henry's Fork in the western United States.
a sense, his study group was highly specialized
general population of fishermen.

than lakes or reservoirs.

The fisheries

and limiting

rather

were managed as wild trout
governing tackle use

the size and numbers of fish that could be caught and

Applying the specialization

potential

several of

They were rivers

most had special management regulations

fisheries;

kept.

as compared to a

The study area represented

the best known trout streams in North America.

In

to broaden and strengthen

concept to general angling has the
the specialization

theory as well

as provide badly needed management information.
The specialization
understand diversity

theory has been successfully

among canoeists

applied to

(Kauffman and Graefe 1984; Wellman

12
et al. 1982) and crowding among hikers (Graefe et al. 1985), as well as

that contribute

attributes

1985), and to predict environmental setting
to satisfying

(Donnelly et al.

activities

to develop a typology of boating related

(Virden 1986).

backcountry experiences

investigations

Segmenting Angler Groups.--Several

have attempted

to segment anglers into subgroups based on a variety of characteristics
and methods.

analysis procedure to assess the multidimensionality
satisfaction.
fishermen.

cluster

Krannich and Cundy (1987) applied a multivariate

They identified
cluster

The first

the outdoor-escapist

three distinct

of fishing

segments of Utah

of fishermen were anglers who emphasized

theme but de-emphasized catching a limit of fish,

di~plijying fish, and being well equipped.

directly

The activities

associated with catching fish were secondary to the relative
of general outdoor recreation

dimensions.

importance

The second cluster

were

anglers who, in addition to emphasizing the outdoor and escape
dimensions, placed considerably greater
(i.e.,
fish,

importance on catching fish

catching a fish or two, catching a limit of fish,
etc . ).

seeing fish strike,

The third cluster

described as being "wildly enthusiastic,"
virtually

outsmarting

were anglers

placing a high value on

all of the fishing dimensions, including equipment, skill

competitive dimensions.

This was the largest

and

group in the sample

(Krannich and Cundy 1987).
Manfredo et al. (1978) examined wilderness fishermen to see if
there wer~ different

types of fishermen based upon the psychological

outcomes : hey desire.
variables , six distinct

From a cluster

analysis

using the outcome

groups of fishermen were identified.

Combining
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information gleaned about the fishermen groups concerning outcomes,
resource-related

attributes,

fish-related

attributes

and descriptive

trip and socio-economic variables allowed for the construction
profiles

of the fisherman groups.

They cited specific

between the groups in various attributes
description

of membersof each group.

of

differences

but did not provide a
They concluded that a broad goal

of wilderness fishing managementmay be to provide for a mix of fishing
experiences which provide opportunities

for people to experience

nature, independence, and change of pace; to develop, teach, and share
outdoor skills;

to keep physically fit;

Since different

types of users value these outcomes differently,

objectives

and to become self-realized.

should specify where different

provided and the number of visitor

opportunities

are to be

days of each opportunity to be

provided (Manfredo et al. 1978).
Manfredo and Anderson (1982) grouped Oregon trout fishermen based
on "most frequent method of fishing''
location of fishing activity"

(stream or lake).

mutually exclusive fishermen groups:
lure/stream,

etc.

(fly, lure or bait) and "preferred
This resulted

fly/stream,

in six

fly/lake,

Differences in reasons for fishing were found in six

of the ten reasons sampled. Fly anglers (stream and lake fishermen
were lumped into this group) placed. less emphasis on fishing for food
and more emphasis on testing skills.

Additionally,

when stream anglers

were compared to lake anglers, stream users placed more emphasis on
getting away from people and less on being with friends and family.
Other results
slightly

showed that catching wild fish was more important to a

larger percentage of fly and lure/stream fishermen than to
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others and that enjoying the outdcors was cited less frequently by fly
and bait/lake

anglers than by other anglers.

In further analysis,
supported little
limits,

the researchers

found that most anglers

change in current managementregulations

on size

lake and stream bag limits and season opener dates.

Variability

between user groups was found on managementactions

involving an increased emphasis on managementfor wild trout
management. More than half of the members in each group felt
restrictions

on bag limits should be the method employed to protect

wild trout.

Attitudes of fly fishermen and lure/stream

toward selected managementactions were distinguishable
groups.

fishermen
from other

These anglers were less supportive of increased hatchery

production and more interested

in decreased bag limits for lakes and

streams and in an increased emphasis on wild trout.
lure/stream,

and bait/stream

More fly,

fishermen supported increases in the legal

size of trout than the others.

Also, more fly anglers and lure/stream

anglers supported restrictions

on the method of fishing as a preferred

means of protecting wild trout.
although their identified

Finally,

the researchers

found that

user groups differed on most of the variables

in the typology, the typology did not attain the high degree of
separation on users' reasons for fishing or their management
preferences that Bryan (1977) found using the recreation

specialization

model (Manfredo and Anderson 1982).
Applying Recreation Specialization
Groups.--In addition to Bryan's initial
specialization

Concepts to Segment Angler
work, the recreation

model has been applied in other investigations
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specifically

addressing recreational

angling and efforts

anglers into subgroups based on specialization

to categorize

principles.

(1981) modified Bryan's typology and classified

Graefe

salt water fishermen

using the participation

dimension (avidity)

alone.

Graefe found

significant

between groups representing

four different

differences

levels of participation
differences

in education and income as well as significant

between the groups in reasons for fishing.

his findings were the differences
participation

levels relative

sport of fishing.
directly

Most notable in

between anglers with different

to items describing the challenge or

The importance of this aspect of fishing varied

and steadily with level of fishing participation,

with the

more avid fishermen attaching greater importance to the experience of
the catch.

For example, significantly

challenge or sport,"

higher values for "for the

"for the experience of the catch," "to obtain a

trophy," "to develop my skills,"

and "to test my equipment" were

obtained throughout the groups ranging from low to high (Graefe 1981).
Finally,

Graefe noted that from a fisheries

level of participation

allocation

the

is of greater value than the level of stated

preferences for selected species to classify
how different

managementstandpoint,

fishermen and to predict

segments of fishermen will be impacted by various

schemes and fishing regulations.

Graefe's findings were supported by Chipmanand Helfrich (1988),
who found that the participation
contributor

dimension was the most important

to a framework of Virginia anglers, accounting for 24

percent of the variance in the data.
dimensions of specialization

Chipmanand Helfrich used four

to define angler behavior:

fishery
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resource use, experience, investment and centrality

were

angler types ranging from low to high levels of specialization

analysis . The remaining three dimensions

identified

.using cluster

(resource,

investment and centrality)

variance.

Lowspecialists

as motivations for fishing.
catch fish , were satisfied
liberal

harvest regulations.

cite resource-related

Six

of lifestyle.

accounted for 48 percent of the

cited escape and family-oriented

recreation

They placed greater emphasis on luck to
with catching smaller fish and favored
anglers were likely to

Highly specialized

motives (i.e.,

relied on sk~ll to

trophy fish),

catch fish,

preferred to catch and release larger fish , and favored

restrictive

harvest regulations.

Their results

suggested that certain

aspects of angler behavior, particularly

frequency of fishing,

investment and consumptive habits (i.e.,

size of fish kept), are

important determinants of specialization

that can be used to identify

angler subgroups and to assist managers in maximizing satisfaction
amongthe angling public (Chipman and Helfrich 1988).
Schreyer et al. (1984) developed the concept of Experience Use
History (EUH)with an expansion of the participation

dimension.

Three

variables were used to create the EUHvariable applied to river
recreationists:

(1) number of times the person floated the study

river , (2) number of rivers the person has floated , and (3) total
number of river trips the person has made. Using two simple categories
of low and high for each of the three variables,

the researchers

ultimately defined six categories of river recreationists.
assigned descriptive

They

labels for purposes of imageable identification:

novices were persons making their first

river trip ever; beginners were
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persons with a low amount of experience on a few rivers;

locals were

persons with high experience on the study river but low experience
elsewhere; collectors

were persons who have floated a large number of

rivers but have little

experience on any one river;

and veterans were

persons with a large amount of experience on the study river and on
other rivers

(Schreyer et al. 1984).

The researchers
types of recreational
prefer.

determined that EUHserves as an indicator
participation

River floaters

different

persons are likely to

with varying EUHdiffered

significantly

their behaviors (the type of trip they took), the relative
of various motives for participation,
wildness of the environment, their
perceptions of conflict

the subjective
satisfaction

and their attitudes

of the resource (Schreyer et al. 1984).
for further

investigations

in

importance

evaluation

with the trip,

of the
their

toward managerial control

The researchers

cited the need

in this area to determine the most useful

dimensions and the relative
explaining the variables

of the

contribution

of each dimension in

of importance to managers and planners.

It appears that a possible combination of selected

specialization

dimensions and the EUHconcept may provide a meaningful and efficient
means of categorizing
three simple variables.

anglers into recognizable groups based on two or
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METHODOLOGY
This chapter outlines
recreation

specialization

include descriptions

the methodology used in applying the
model to recreational

and discussions

measurement of key variables
variables,

angling.

of questionnaire

and the relationships

It will

design,

between those

survey design and implementation, and data analysis.

Although a few studies have applied the specialization
recreational

angling, each of these studies

on selected waters:

fishermen only

blue ribbon trout streams in the northern Rockies

(Bryan 1977, 1979), two selected rivers
Helfrich

investigated

concept to

in Virginia

(Chipman and

1988) and drum fishermen in the Gulf of Mexico (Graefe 1981).

This study, however, applies the recreation

specialization

general statewide sample of fishing-license

buyers.

model to a

In addition , a

typology of anglers is developed based on the two or three key
specialization

variables

most suitable

for use by fisheries

on-the-ground field contacts with anglers.
various angler preferences

in desirability

The goal here is to predict

based on their response to simple questions

that can be asked in the field.
differences

managers in

Lastly, this study will measure the

of various fishing

fish species and reasons

why some species are not pursued based on specialization

variables.

The Rese arch Model
The model proposed in this study identifies
on Bryan's concept of specialization,

relationships

based

a continuum of recreation

behavior ranging from beginner through experienced,

in an attempt to

explain difference s in various subgroups of anglers.

Since Bryan
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developed the theory in studies on fishermen, it is expected that
findings of this study will show that highly specialized
general population exhibit different
setting attributes

different

preferences for managementand

than less specialized

that they have different

anglers in a

anglers.

It is also expected

preferences for various fish species and

reasons for not fishing for selected species than the less

specialized

group.

investigation,

Although not a central question in this

it is hypothesized that high specialists

will also rank

the importance of various desired outcomes for fishing differently

than

low specialists.
In addition to differences

between levels of specialization,

is expected that like relationships
subgroups of the developed typology.
in greater detail

later

it

exist between anglers in discreet
(The typology will be discussed

in this chapter.)

Table 2 lists

the hypotheses

tested in this investigation.
Table 2.

The research hypotheses.

Hl.

People with different levels of specialization will differ
significantly in preferences for resource attributes.

H2.

People in different typology subgroups will differ
in preferences for resource attributes.

H3.

People with different levels of specialization will differ
significantly in desirability ratings for fish species.

H4.

People in different typology subgroups will differ
in desirability ratings for fish species.

HS.

People with different levels of specialization
significantly in desired outcomes for fishing.

H6.

People in different typology subgroups will differ
in desired outcomes for fishing.

significantly

significantly

will differ
significantly
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Measurement of Key Variables
asked

The five sections of the survey instrument (questionnaire)
questions designed to measure different
angling experiences.

Each section is described separately with details
is measured and evaluated.

of how each group of variables

survey utilized

Specialization.--The
four traditional
and expenditures,

11 questions to measure the

dimensions of specialization:
skill

of anglers and

characteristics

and centrality

experience, equipment

to lifestyle

. Two questions

Question 5 (What is the average

were omitted from data analysis.

number of fishing trips you make each year?) is a virtual

duplication

of question 2 (What is the number of times you went fishing last
and double

Question 5 was dropped to avoid duplication

year?).

weighting in the calculation

of specialization.

Question 12 asked respondents to rank fishing in order of
importance among a list
difficulty

of seven lifestyle

items.

Manyrespondents had
It

in answering the question or failed to answer it at all.

was dropped.
The remaining nine questions were used to measure specialization.
They were regrouped into three specialization
equipment and investment, lifestyle)
Table 3 for the specialization
After the specialization

dimensions (experience,

of three questions each.

index items.
items were selected,

to combine them into an overall specialization

the next step was

index.

Within each

item, scores were broken down into three groups representing
mediumand high specialization

See

regarding each particular

low,

variable.

idea here was to divide each item as equally as possible to keep the

The
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largest number of responses in each subgroup.

Responses to questions

in the low range were assigned a value of l; medium range answers were
1ssigned 2; high range answers were assigned 3.
The nine specialization
ake the overall
5pecialization

specialization

scores were then simply added together

The overall

index for each respondent .

index scores (ranging from 9 to 27 points)

to

were again

divided into three groups to make a low, medium and high specialization
sample.

segment of the overall

Low specialists

31.2% of the sample, medium specialists

and high specialists

-able 3.

(22-27 points)

Specialization

Dimension

(9-16

points)

comprised

(17-21 points) made up 41.1%,

totaled

27.7% of the sample.

index items grouped into three dimensions.
Specialization

Index Items

Experience
Years involved in fishing
Numberof fishing trips last year
Number of different waters fished in last two years
Equipment and
Investment
Money invested in fishing equipment
expenditure
Approximate annual fishing-related
Numbers of fishing items owned (from a list of 18)
Lifestyle
Self-evaluation of fishing skill
Rating of fishing compared to other leisure interests
Number of items checked relating to commitment (own
books, subscribe to magazines, belong to
organizations)
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Angler Typoloqy.--Two specific

variables

(number of fishing trips

taken annually and amount of money invested in fishing equipment) were
from the nine specialization

selected

variables

to develop a simple
two simple

The goal here was to identify

typology of anglers.

questions that had value in predicting

preferences

in routine field contacts between wildlife

that could be asked

conservation

officers

and

anglers.
Pearson correlation
specialization
index.

variables

All relationships

coefficients

questions and the overall specialization

developing a typology (number of trips
were among the four variables
specialization
particular
quick field

at the .0001

were found to be significant
The two variables

level of probability.

were determined between the nine

that were selected

and money invested in equipment)

that correlated

most directly

with R values of 0.64 and 0.74, respectively.
can also be simply and objectively

variables

interviews.

with
These two

measured in

It is important to note that Graefe (1981) and

(1988) identified

Chipman and Helfrich

for use in

level of participation

as the

most important dimension in understanding angler behavior.
Respondents were assigned into two simple categories
"high" for each of the two variables.

of "low" or

were made to

These divisions

keep as close to 50%of the respondents in each group as possible.
Less than ten trips
is "high."

in the past year is "low" trips;

ten or more trips

Investment was divided in a similar manner.

Respondents

with less than $250 invested in equipment were assigned to the "low"
group; those reporting
to the "high" group.

more than $250 invested in equipment were assign
The combination of the two variables

makes four
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possible combinations in the typology.

The group with low trips

low investment comprised 33.1% of the sample, low trips/high
comprised 14.7%, high trips/low
trips/high

and

investment

investment comprised 22.7% and high

investment comprised 29.4% of the sample.

Desired Outcomes.--Part 2 of the questionnaire

contained 14

questions measuring desired outcomes (or reasons) for fishing.
Although the questions are not the same as the items in Driver's
item poo~ of recreation
achievement, social,
4).

experience preferences,

(1977)

most fall into

nature, personal values, and escape domains (Table

Respondents were asked to indicate the importance of each desired

outcome by checking one of five boxes on a scale ranging from "not at
all important" to "extremely important."
Preferences.--Part

3 of the questionnaire

for various setting and managementattributes
characteristics
addition,

as well as other

about each respondent's fishing experiences.

relative

found in Utah.

addressed preferences

desirability

In

was measured for the 25 fish species

Lastly, an effort was made to identify the main reasons

people give for not fishing for those species not fished for.
Preferences towards various aspects of fishing experiences were
measured in a series of 21 questions asking respondents to select one
of five answers ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree with
each statement.
for:

These questions are designed to measure preferences

(l)number of fish caught, (2) size of fish,

level of activity,

(3) tackle used, (4)

(5) releasing fish caught and a few other

miscellaneous questions (Table 5).

Somequestions were reworded and

asked more than once so a comparison in responses could be made,
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Table 4.

Desired outcomes for each outcome domain.
Desired Outcome

Outcome Domain
Achievement

To just catch a few fish
To improve skills and abilities
To catch a limit of fish
To show the fish I catch to others
To test my skill
To challenge myself
To learn
To gain experiences to tell people about
Social
To be with family or friends
Nature
To enjoy nature and the outdoors
sc ape
To get away from people
To relax
Perso nal value s
To r ef l ect on pers onal values
To have a chance to think about life

although no stati stical

reliability

tests

were conducted.

The first

two question s were included only to help respondents to use the entire
five point scale.
Desirability

They were not utilized

in the data analysis.

of various fish species was measured on a seven-

point scale ranging from strongly undesirable

to strongly desirable.

There are 25 fi sh species present in Utah that are of particular
inter es t to fi sheries managers.
questionnaire s and speci es lists.)

(Refer to Appendix A for the
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Table 5. Fishing preferences
statement.
Fishing Preference

and corresponding questionnaire

Questionnaire Statement

Numbers of fish
I want to catch my limit
I don't care if I catch my limit
Size of fish
I try to catch really big fish
It's important to me to catch a trophy-size
fish
The size of the fish I catch is very important
Tackle Jsed
I use any legal technique that catches fish
I fish mainly with bait
flies and lures
I use mainly artificial
A t ivit y level

I like to relax and let fish come take the bait
I move around a lot trying to locate fi sh
I hate staying in one spot
Releas i1g fi sh
I like to release the fish I catch
I'll release only small fish
Species Sought
I'm usually trying to catch a certain species
to fish
I like to catch "smarter" fish
I'll take almost any fish that tugs on the line
Miscel l aneous
I actively try to learn from the people I fish
with
I enjoy seeing other fishermen
I'm fishing as part of another outing (i.e.,
camping)
I don't like seeing other fishermen
I want some fish to eat
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To decrease the length of the questionnaire
high response rate,

the sample was split

group received a list
related

questions.

into two equal groups.

Each

of half of those species for the desirability
Rainbow trout was listed

comparison purposes.

and to help ensure a

and

in both questionnaires

for

For ease in handling returned data, the two

questionnaires

were printed on different

questionnaires

were identical.

colored paper.

Otherwise, the

Respondents were then asked to select the main reason why they
did not fish for each species they did not pursue.
from five possible answers:
know how to catch,

{l) do not regard as desirable,

(3) don't know where to fish,

equipment, and (5) too far to travel.
intentionally

They could choose
(2) don't

(4) don't have proper

"Not enough time'' was

left off to force respondents to select one of the other

items which are generally more manageable and controllable.
Other Relevant Variables.--Additional
fisheries

managers (i.e.,

versus trout,
fishing

preferences

questions of interest

boat ownership, number of trips

to

for bass

for water type or management strategy,

where

information is obtained and simple demographics) were included

in the questionnaire

and placed in the appropriate

content was relevant

to surrounding questions.

interest

to the investigation,

order so that

Though not of central

they are analyzed along with other data.

Survey Design and Implementation
Mail Ouestionnaires.--The
collection

research instrument utilized

in this study was a mail questionnaire.

for data

The questionnaire

was four pages long and required about 15 minutes to complete.
typeset rather than typed and printed in an attractive

It was

downsized format
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the research

It was decided to identify

to encourage participation.

project with Utah State University rather than the Utah Division of
Wildlife

any possible agency bias, so all

Resources to eliminate

College of

correspondence was handled under Utah State University,

and cover

The complete questionnaires

in both mailings.

questionnaires

accompanied the

Cover letters

Forest Resources letterhead.

are contained in Appendix A.

letters

The questionnaire
about fishing

(1) questions

was divided into five parts:

experiences,

(2) scaled

equipment and lifestyle,

questions concerning reasons (desired outcomes) for fishing,
questions

about fishing preferences

and species desirability,

(3)
(4)

information is obtained,

questions concerning where fishing-related

and

(5) brief demographic questions.
Sampling Framework.--A key element important to this study was to
The sample

glean information about the general fishing population.

chosen for use was a systematic random sample of one percent of all
1986 resident,
Three different

adult,

fishing-license

buyers in the state of Utah.

license types are available

adult to fish in the state:

that license

combination license

and big game hunting as well as fishing),

(includes

a resident
small game

fishing license for ages 16

and under 65, and fishing license for ages 65 and over.

Samples were

t aken for each license type.
All licenses

are numbered consecutively.

and one hundred was selected
t hose two digits

A number between one

at random. All licenses

that ended with

were selected.

Survey Administration.--An

initial

mailing of 2317 questionnaires
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was sent July 20, 1987. The mailout package contained the
questionnaire,
envelope.

a cover letter

and pre-addressed postage-paid return

In an effort to ensure a high rate of questionnaire

returns,

the mail survey was implemented and administered by closely following
the style outlined by Dillman (1978).
Cover letter

content and format, as well as the packaging of the

mailout envelope itself,

closely followed Dillman's outline.

Outgoing

envelops were hand addressed and hand stamped to increase the
likelihood of response, according to Schreyer (personal communication).
Enclosed return envelopes were also hand stamped.
A postcard follow-up was mailed to non-respondents about two
weeks after the initial

mailing.

These were hand addressed and hand

Questionnaires had been discreetly

stamped as well.

numbered for ease

in record keeping.
A complete second mailing containing the questionnaire,

a follow-

up cover letter

and another return envelope was sent about four weeks

after the first

mailing.

Table 6 illustrates

survey implementation

format and returns documented with each mailing.
Response Rate and Bias.--Of the 2317 questionnaires
were returned as undeliverable.
received, indicating

sent out, 238

A total of 1426 responses were

a 68.6% rate of return.

After cleaning up the

data and eliminating those who did not report answers for each of the
nine key specialization

questions (the dependant variables),

204

responses were excluded from the data analysis (N = 1216).
A systematic random sample of 57 nonrespondents was conducted.
comparison of usable returned survey responses and-those obtained in

A
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Table 6.

Survey implementation schedule and resulting

Date

Mailing

Description

7/ 20/ 87

First

Complete package
questionnaire
cover letter
return envelop

8/ 3/ 87

Postcard

Reminder to respondents

9/ 1/ 87

Second

Complete package
(same as above)

returns.
Number returned
744 (52%)

244 (17%)
_431i_J_3
l %)

TOTAL

1426 (100%)

telephone nonresponse follow-ups is displayed in Table 7.
slight

difference

in the mean age between the two samples.

were about a year and a half older than nonrespondents.
difference

There was a

should have no significant

Respondents

This

bearing on the interpretation

of

the results.
The proportion of males and females in each of the samples is
noteworthy.

In the respondent sample, 73%were male as compared to 82%

in the nonrespondent sample.

Again, though significant,

should not be overly alarming in the interpretation
concerning specialization

and the differences

the difference

of results

observed in respondents

at the various levels of specialization.
There is no significant

difference

in mean level of education

between the respondent and nonrespondent group (13.4 and 13.0 years
respectively).
living

The relative

percentage of subjects

in each group

in the urbanized Wasatch Front (Weber, Davis, Salt Lake and Utah

counties)

compared to rural areas is virtually

identical

(69.0% of
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Table 7.
data.

Comparison of returned survey responses and nonresponse

Nonrespondents

Respondents

41. 9

40.6

Age (years)

82.4% male
17.5% female
13.0

73.4% male
26.6% female
13.4

Sex
Education (years)
County of residence (percentage
living in urban counties)

69.0%

68.4%

Years living

30.9

37.8

in Utah

respondents and 68.4% of nonrespondents).
The most dramatic difference

found between the two groups is in

the number of years they have lived in Utah.

Respondents reported an

average of 30.9 years as a resident

of the state,

reported an average of 37.8 years.

Though the results

slightly

toward the preferences

there should be no discernable
those in different

specialization

and nonrespondents

of those more recently
effect

on the differences

or typology groups.

may be skewed
moving to Utah,
exhibited

by
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RESULTS

This chapter presents the results

of analyzing data collected

Utah anglers using the methods described in previous chapters.
results

are summarized in three sections.

descriptive

These

section provides

information about the sample population and refinement of

the specialization
of the tests

The first

variables.

The second section reports

on each study hypothesis.

study findings,

beyond the testing

state

managers.

fisheries

Once collected,

The final

the results

section reports

other

of hypotheses, deemed important by

the data from this study were entered onto the

WANG
VS300 computer at the Utah Department of Natural Resources.
descriptive

on

and inferential

All

analyses were performed using SAS computer

software (SAS 1985) through computer link with an IBM390computer at
the Utah State Capitol.
Descriptive

Information and Refinement of Variables

Specialization
specialization
information
in fishing.

Index. -- The questionnaire

questions.

contained eleven

Each item was designed to provide

about the respondent's

level of specialization

In order to test the study hypotheses,

combined into an overall
previous chapter.

specialization

development

these items were

index as described

in the

Two of the questions were dropped from the analysis:

average number of fishing trips
importance of fishing

in relation

taken each year and a ranking of the
to other aspects of one's life.

"What is the average number of fishing

trips you make each year?"

was dropped because it was very similar to the question "Howmany times
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did you go fishing last year?"

Dropping the question eliminated

double weighting of number of trips

in the analysis.

a

It was also felt

that the dropped question was a bit less accurate than the retained
question,

since it asked for the average number as opposed to an actual

count of the previous year ' s fishing activity.

The actual count is

probably more reliable.
The other dropped question asked respondents to rank work,
religion,

education , family, fishing,

friends

in order of importance in their

variety

of difficulties

other leisure
lives.

activities,

and

Respondents had a

responding to this particular

Many respondents left the question blank, filled

question.

it out incorrectly

or

wrote various comments in the margin next to question on the
questionnaire .
the question .

It was obvious that little

would be gained by including

Virden (1986) dropped the same type of question in his

study of backcountry hikers due to validity

and reliability

The remaining nine items were utilized
specialization
the variation

level of the respondent.

the overall

Table 8 presents

a summary of

items between

levels of specialization

as well as

sample mean.

Though the relationships
for each specialization
specialization

were not systematically

question showed a direct

level as overall

that as a person's
variables

to determine the overall

within each of the specialization

respondents in the three different

problems.

increased,

specialization

tested,

relationship
increased,

scores
to

indicating

score in any one of the nine specialization
overall

specialization

important to note that the fishing

tends to increase.

It is

importance ranking question was
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level and for

Table 8. Specialization
item scores by specialization
entire sample population.
Level of Specialization
Item

Low

Medium

High

Entire
Sample

18.8

28.3

32.7

26.6

5.6

13.2

25.6

14. 2

3.7

6.5

11. 2

6. 9

1. 5

2.5

3.6

2.5

Experience
Years experience
Tr ip s per year
Waters fished

(2 years)

Equi pment/In vestment
Equipment investment
Expenditures
(last year)
Fi shing items owned2
(from list)

1

$168.28

$353.87

$548.91

$423.54

4.3

7. 1

10.3

7.1

2.5

3. 5

4.0

3.3

F"shing i mportance 4

2.4

1. 9

1. 7

2.0

L· festyl e i tems 5

0.2

0.7

1. 5

0. 8

Lifestyle
Fi shing ski ll

1

3

Equipment investment was categorized into five levels: 1 = under
$100; 2 = $100 to $250; 3 = $250 to $500; 4 = $500 to $1000; 5
over $1000.
2
Represents the mean number of items selected from a list of 18
fishing equipment items
3
Fishing skill was a self-assessment of skill ranging from
beginner (1) to expert (5).
4
Fishing importance was determined by comparing fishing to other
leisure pursuits:
1 = "fishing is my favorite leisure interest;"
2 = "fishing is one of my favorite leisure interests;"
3 = "most
other leisure interests are more important than fishing."
Note
that fishing importance increases as specialization
increases.
5
The lifestyle
items value was determined by the total number of
"yes" answers to three questions regarding owning fishing books,
subscribing to magazines and belonging to organizations.
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coded inversely

to the desired method, with low values indicating

specialization.

So, the apparent decrease is, in reality,

in the importance of fishing

among other leisure

activities

high

an increase
as a person

becomes more specialized.
Information about age, gender, education,
length of time living

county of residence and

in the state was also gathered (Table 9).

is a moderate increase in mean age as specialization

increases.

implies that as a person ages , they become more specialized.
increase

in length of time living

was noted.
state

It is certainly

longer,

in Utah as specialization

plausible

that as a person lives

they become more specialized.

though, that the variable

simply reflects

Table 9. Angler characteristics
sample population.

There
This

A similar
increases
in the

It seems more likely,
age rather than residency.

by specialization

level and for entire

Level of Specialization
Characteristic

Low

Medium

High

Entire
Sample

Age

37.5

40.8

43.8

40.6

Gender (% Female/% Male) 33.8/66.2

24.3/75.7

21.8/78.2

13.2

13. 7

69.0/31.0

74.1/25.9

Education (years)
County of residence 1
(% urban/% rural)
Years in state
1

13.5
68. 6/31. 4
28.3

30.7

34.3

26.6/73.4
13.4
70.7/29.3
30.9

Urban counties are those counties that comprise what is known as
the Wasatch Front (Weber, Davis, Salt Lake and Utah counties).
For the purposes of this discussion, all others are included in
the rural category.
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There is a higher percentage of females in the low specialist
group, as compared to the medium and high segments.
appreciable

difference

specialization.
living

There is no

in education across the three levels of

A slight

difference

in the percentage of the sample

in urban areas is evident between low and high level of

specialization.

A larger percentage of the high specialist

group lives

along the Wasatch Front than exhibited in the other two subgroups .
This could conceivably be the result

of higher income or, possibly,

a

variety of other factors.
Angler Tvpologv. - -As discussed in the previous chapter,

a

typology of anglers was developed using two of the specialization
variables:

number of fishing trips

taken in the past year and amount

of money invested in fishing equipment.
were selected,

in part,

These two particular

because of the relatively

high correlation

between each of them and the overall specialization
Each of the nine specialization
overall

specialization
No effort

variables

items

correlated

index (Table 10).
strongly with

at the .0001 level of significance.

was made to develop profiles

of typology groups.

Developing the typology was designed simply to test if the two
questions could be used to identify
and behavior.

The results

in the following section.

of testing

differences

in angler preferences

the study hypotheses is presented
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Table 10. Pearson correlation coefficients
i ems and overall specialization
index.
Spe: ialization

between specialization

Correlation Coefficient
(Pearson's r)

item

Experience
Years experience

0.43

Tr ips per year

0.64

Waters fished (2 years)

0.58

Equipment/ Investment
Equipment investment

0.74

Expenditures
(last year)

0.67

Fishing items owned
( from 1 i st)

0.72

Lifestyle
Fishing skill

0.69

Fishing importance

0.56

Lifestyle

0.61

items

Tests of Study Hypotheses
In this each of the six study hypotheses is reviewed, and the
results

of the statistical

tests

are reported.

In each of the

hypotheses, many individual

tests

hypothesized relationship.

For example, there were 21 fishing

preference

questions,

s ingle hypothesis.
be s ignificant;

were employed to determine the

so 21 individual

tests

were performed to test a

It was not expected that all 21 of the tests

therefore,

the following criteria

were used to

would
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determine if the overall pattern
hypothesis.
partial

indicated rejection

If less than one third of the tests

or acceptance of

were significant,

support was noted, but the hypothesis was rejected.

one third and two thirds

of the tests

was moderately supported.
significant,
Hl.

were significant,

If more that two thirds

If between

the hypothesis

of the tests

were

the hypothesis was strongly supported (Virden 1986).
People with different

significantly

in preferences

specialization

levels of specialization

will differ

for resource attributes.--Level

served as the independent variable.

of

As describe above,

respondents were assigned to a low, medium or high specialization
based on their

responses to nine specialization

questions falling
size of fish,

into the categories

questions.

Twenty-one

of (1) number of fish caught, (2)

(3) tackle used, (4) activity

level,

(5) releasing

(6) seeing other fishermen and (7) miscellaneous attributes
the dependent variables.

group

fish,

served as

Respondents were asked to rate their

agreement to each statement on a 5-point Likert scale from (1) strongly
disagree to (5) strongly agree (Table 11).
A one-way analysis
relationship
preference.
specialization

between specialization
The analysis
differed

resource attributes
items tested,

of variance (ANOVA)
was used to test the

illustrated
significantly

tested.

level and each resource attribute
that people at different
in preferences

levels of

for 17 of the 21

Since that is more that two thirds

of the

the hypothesis is strongly supported.

The hypothesis was supported most strongly when applied to the
importance of size of fish caught, tackle preferences
willingness

to release

fish.

High specialists

and the

rate the importance of
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Table 11.

Analysis of variance and means of angler preferences
1
resource attributes
by specialization
level .
Specialization
Overa 11
Mean
Low Med High

Statement
Number of fish caught
I want to catch my limit
I don't care if I catch my limit
Size of fish
I try to catch really big fish
It's important to catch a trophy
Size of the fish is very important
Tackle used
I use any legal technique that
catches fish
I fish mainly with bait
I use artificial
flies and lures
Activity l eve 1
I like to relax and let the fish
come take the bait
I move around a 1ot to 1ocate fish
I hate staying in one spot
Releasing fish
I like to release the fish I catch
I release only small fish
Seeing other fishermen
I enjoy seeing other fishermen
I don't like seeing other anglers
Species sought
I'm usually trying to catch a
certain species of fish
I 1 i ke to catch "smarter" fish
I'll take almost any fish that
tugs on the line
Miscellaneous
I actively try to learn from
the people I fish with
I'm fishing as part of
another outing (i.e. camping)
I want some fish to eat
1

Measured on
disagree to
* Significant
** Significant

for

F value

3.4
3.3

3.5
3.2

3.4
3.3

3.2
3.3

8 . 20 **
2.08

3.6
2.7
3.1

3.3
2.4
2.9

3.6
2.7
3.1

3.9
3.2
3.3

32.07 **
55.46 **
20.77 **

3.5
3.2
2.9

3.6
3.6
2.6

3.6
3.3
2.9

3.4
2.8
3.4

1. 82
58.64 **
54.52 **

3.2
3. 5

3.5
3.4

3.3
3.5

2.9
3.8

42.33 **
16.43 **

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.2

2.9
3.4

2.5
3.7

2.9
3.4

3.3
3.1

3.0
2.9

3.0
2.9

3.0
2.9

3.0
2.8

3.3
3. 3

2.9
3.0

3.3
3.3

3.7
3.6

45.91 **
34.15 **

2.6

3.0

2.6

2.3

35. 10 **

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.9

7.37 **

3.5
3.8

3.6
3.9

3.5
3.9

3.3
3.7

10. 19 **
3.72 *

3 .13

*

49.16 **
21. 76 **
0.26
0.22

a 5-point Likert scale ranging from (1) strongly
(5) strongly agree
at .05 level
at .001 level
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catching large or trophy fish significantly
specialists.

Lowspecialists

over artificial
specialists.

flies

higher than low

are more likely to favor bait fishing

and lures.

The opposite is true of high

The "I use any legal technique that catches fish"

question may have been misinterpreted
rather than tackle preferences.
High specialists

as a measure of obeying the law

No significant

appear more willing to release

where low specialists

difference

fish that are caught

are likely to release only small fish.

be noted that in each of these three groups of questions,
crossed over from slightly

disagreeing

statements depending on specialization
No significant

was found.

difference

to slightly

scores

agreeing with the

level and question wording.

was found in preferences

other fishermen based on specialization.

It should

toward seeing

Though a difference

in one of

the two questions regarding catching a limit of fish was noted, the
difference

was not very large.

The relationship

between specialization

and importance of catching a limit of fish is, at best, weak.
High specialists
than low specialists.

seem to be more active in their
High specialists

are more likely

to locate fish and like to catch "smarter" fish.

fishing behavior
to move around

Low specialists

are

more willing to relax and let the fish come take the bait.
High specialists

are somewhat more likely

than low specialists

to

want to learn from the people they fish with as well as more likely
try to catch a certain

species of fish.

Low specialists

are more

likely

to take any fish that tugs on the line and are slightly

likely

to be fishing as part of another activity

levels of specialization

(i.e.

to

more

camping).

All

rate the importance of wanting some fish to
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eat as very important.
H2. People in different
significantly
variables

typology subgroups will differ

in preferences

for resource attributes.--The

for this test were four subgroups of the population as

determined by the number of trips

taken in the past year and the amount

of money invested in fishing equipment.
chapter,

As described in the previous

respondents were assigned into a low or high group for each

variable,

making four categories

various fishing

the hypothesis .

in a typology.

resource attributes

A two- by-two factorial

variable

independent

analysis

of variance was utilized

This procedure measures the relationships

variables

identified

to test

within each

Table 12 illustrates

within the number of trips

and the interaction

for

were the dependent variable.

and between the two variables.

significance

Preferences

the

and amount invested

between the combination of the two

variables .
Significant

differences

were identified

prefe r ence items based on number of trips

in 15 of the 21

taken in the past year and in

16 of the 21 items based on amount of money invested in equipment.
Significance

was noted in only 4 of the 21 items when the four typology

subgroups were tested.

Since 4 is much less than one third of the 21

items, the hypothesis is rejected.
within each variable

but little,

There is a good deal of variance
if any, variance between them.

It is important to note the close similarity
illustrated

between preferences

preferences

and total

significant

differences

investment.

in the relationships

and the number of trips
The list

and between

of preference

were found are virtually

identical

items where
whether
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Table 12. Analysis of variance fer angler preferences for resource
attributes
by trips (low/high), investment (low/high) and typology
subgroup (four categories).
# of Trips

Statement

(F value)

Number of fish caught
I want to catch my limit
I don't care if I catch my limit
Size of fish
I try to catch really big fish
It's important to catch a trophy
Size of the fish is very important
Tackle used
I use any legal technique that
catches fish
I fish mainly with bait
I use artificial
flies and lures
Activity level
I like to relax and let the fish
come take the bait
I move around a lot to locate fish
I hate staying in one spot
Releasing fish
I like to release the fish I catch
I release only small fish
Seeing _other fishermen
I enjoy seeing other fishermen
I don' t like seeing other anglers
Species Sought
I'm usually trying to catch a
certain species of fish
I like to catch "smarter" fish
I'll take almost any fish
that tugs on the line
Miscellaneous
I actively try to learn from
the people I fish with
I'm fishing as part of
another activity
I want some fish to eat

* Significant
** Significant

at .05 level
at .001 level

$ Invested

(F value)

Trips/Invest
(F value)

3.48 *
1.30

5.50 *
5 .18 *

43.46 **
63.53 **
41.12 **

11. 71 **
20.73 **
6.01 *

3.94 *
3.44
0.04

2 .15
24.02 **
33.11 **

71.29

**
53.88 **

0.00
1.89
0.35

27.80 **
17.50 **

31. 61 **
11.34 **
1. 93

0.09
0.05
0.09

3.32
3.18

6 .16

*

34.70 **
11.45 **

8.67 *

42.14 **
15.83 **

11.53 **
1.87

3.53
6.50 *

0.24
0.01

31. 50 **
33.51 **

26.97 **
16.15 **

2.07
1.35

16.09 **

27.32 **

3.41

3 .11

2.56

17. 10 **

1.02

0.56

17.73 **
0.76

8.89 **
1. 94

0.02
1.85
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looking at the number of trips,
specialization

the amount invested or overall

(described above).

that the number of trips
with the overall

and the amount invested are highly correlated

specialization

index.

H3. People with different
significantly

in desirability

specialization
quantitative

This phenomenonsupports the notion

levels of specialization

ratings

will differ

for fish species.--Level

was again used here as the independent variable.
ranking of fish desirability

from strongly

undesirable

to strongly desirable

was used as the

Twenty-five fish species present in Utah

(including

were evaluated .

crayfish)

Twenty-two are considered game

specie s ; three are considered nongame (rough) fish .
previous chapter,

the study population was split

questions about 13 species.

questionnaires

as a control .

the desirability

ratings

As described in a

in half,

There was no significant

on both

difference

in

of rainbow trout between the two samples.
of variance to

di scern a relation ship between level of specialization
ratings.

Significant

the 25 species listed

(Table 13).

two-thirds

each

Rainbow trout was listed

The hypothesis was tested by using an analysis

desirability

A

measured on a 7-point scale

dependent variable.

receiving

of

of the items tested,

differences

and the

were identified

Since 12 is between one-third

in 12 of
and

the hypothesis is moderately supported

by the analysis.
The fish species exhibiting
and brown trout,
predator fish,
skill,

to catch.

the largest

walleye, channel catfish
generally

differences

and grayling)

requi~ing special techniques,

(cutthroat
are primarily

equipment or

The exception to the predator generalization,

the
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arctic

grayling,

is found only in remote reaches of the High Uintas

Primitive Area in northeastern

Utah and is generally

those few anglers who specifically

fish for that particular

Smaller, yet statistically
for brook trout,
bluegill,
relatively
little

significant,

mackinaw (lake trout),

chub and sucker.

differences

species.
were noted

kokanee salmon, northern pike,

Each of these species is found in

few waters around the state and most sustain comparatively

fishing pressure.

Again, techniques different

to catch rainbow trout , the state's
species,

caught only by

must generally

from those used

most abundant and fished-for

be employed to successfully

catch these

species .
No significant

differences

largemouth, smallmouth, striped
cisco,

green sunfish,
Of interest,

were found for rainbow trout,
and white bass, crappie,

yellow perch, crayfish,

perhaps, to fisheries

higher desirability

ratings

Without exception,

whitefish,

bullhead and carp.

managers, is the trend toward

of game species by high specialists.

high specialists

rated every game fish species more

highly desirable

than low specialists.

high specialists

would rate some of the predators and other "specialty"

fish higher.

It makes intuitive

But, it seems odd that the "panfish" (bluegill,

perch , crappie) would be rated higher by high specialists.
due in part to a rainbow trout tradition
majority of fisheries

findings may simply indicate,
interested

yellow
This may be

in Utah, were the vast

are stocked with rainbow trout.

other warmwater fish are relative

sense that

The panfish and

newcomers to Utah fishing.

however, that high specialists

in catching fish than low specialists.

These
are more
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Table 13. Analysis of variance and means of desirability
fish species by specialization
level. 1

ratings

for

Specialization
Species

Overall
Mean

Low

1. 9

2.7
2.5
2.4
2.3

2.7
2.5
2.4
2.6

15.95 **
0.51
5.80 *
16.30 **

1. 5
1.3

1. 7
1.4

1.2
1.1
0.6
0.5

1. 3
1. 3

2.0
1. 5
1. 6
1. 7
1.2
1.5

4.13
0. 90
2. 84
6. 30
6.31
17.36

0.9
0.6
0.8
0.3
0.6

1. 94
2.63
20.05 **
1. 92
9.02 **
0.33

Cutthroat trout
Rainbow trout
Brook trout
Brown trout

2.5
2.4
2.3
2.3

2.2
2.4
2 .1

Mackinaw (lake) trout
Largemouth bass
Striped bass
Kokanee salmon
Northern pike
Wa11eye

1. 7
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.0
1.0

Sma11mouth bass
White bass
Channel catfish
Crappie
Grayling
Whitefish

0.7
0.6
0.2
0.2

Bluegill
Cisco
Green sunfish
Yellow perch
Crayfish
Bullhead
Chub
Sucker
Carp

0.6
0.8
-0.4
-0 .1

-0.l

0 .1
0.0

0 .1

-0.0
-0.3
-0.5
-0.6
-0.8
-0.9

-0.2
-0.1
-0.4
-0.4
-0.8
-0.6

-1. 9

-1. 6
-1. 9

-2.2
-2.3

Desirability measured utilizing
from (-3) strongly undesirable
* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .001 level

Medium High F value

-2.2

1.0
0.9
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.2
-0 .1
-0.0
-0.0

-0.3
-0.5
-0.7
-0.8
-1. 0
-1. 9

-2.3
-2.3

0.0

0.3
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
-0.8
-0.9
-2.2
-2.3
-2.2

*
*
*
**

4.43 *
0.82
0. 13
0.96
0.00
2.63
6.02 *
5.87 *
0.42

a 7-point Likert scale ranging
to (+3) strongly desirable.
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The most highly desirable

fish are the trout

(cutthroat,

rainbow,

brook and brown) with a rating of moderately to strongly desirable.
These are the species most often managed for and stocked in waters
throughout the state.

They are the "bread and butter"

fish of Utah.

It is possible that these are gauged as most desirable

because these

are the most commonand, therefore,

the most often fished-for

species.

The trout are followed closely by an assortment of cold, cool and warm
water predator fi sh (including mackinaw, largemouth and striped
kokanee, northern pike and walleye),
"specialty"

fish .

perhaps best referred

equipment in order to catch them.

list

desirable

to slightly

require special

bluegill,

descending order).

cisco,

skills

or

The remaining game fish are rated

undesirable

by the respondents.

includes : smallmouth and white bass, catfish,

whitefish,

to as

Each of these species is found in a limited number

of waters around the state and generally

slightly

bass,

sunfish,

crappie,

perch, crayfish

This

grayling,

and bullhead (in

The three nongame fish species rate the least

desirable.
H4. People in different
s ignificantly

in desirability

involved a similar relationship
hypothesis.

typology subgroups will differ
rating for fish species.--This

hypothesis

to that addressed by the previous

Typology group was the independent variable.

The typology

is a two-by-two matrix involving number of fishing trips

taken the past

year and amounted invested in fishing equipment.
split

Each variable

is

into a low and a high subgroup, making four possible combinations

in the typology.

Desirability

dependent variables.

ratings

for 25 fish species were the
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A two-by-two factorial
the hypothesis .

This test reveals the relationship

the two variables.
exist.

analysis of variance was employed to test
within and between

Table 14 summarizes where significant

differences

For purposes of this study, means will not be reported.

important question is whether enough significant

differences

The

exist to

support the hypothesis.
Significant

differences

between subgroups in the typology where

found in only three of the 25 fish species listed
and carp).

The differences

analysis.

were small and have little

The hypothesis is rejected.

virtually

sucker

meaning in the

As noted above, there is

no variance between the two typology variables.

Within the number of trips
differences

were identified

variable,

however, significant

in six of the 25 species listed,

notably walleye , channel catfish
variable

(brook trout,

and green sunfish.

accounted for significant

differences

The investment

in 11 of the 25 species ,

so there is moderate support that there are significant
species desirability

most

differences

based on investment in fishing equipment.

Pr ofes sional opinion would probably support that idea.
Overall,
variables

neither the typology nor either

tested

desirability

is of much value in identifying

of various fish species.

determine another method of testing
H5. People with different
s ignificantly

of the independent
differences

More work needs to be done to
the relationship.

levels of specialization

in desired outcomes for fishinq.--Though

will differ
not a central

concern in this study, this analysis was designed to illustrate
relationship

between level of

in

the

in
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Table 14. Analysis of variance for fish species desirability
by trips
(low/high), investment (low/high) and typology subgroup (four
categories) . 1
# of Trips

Species

Cutthroat trout
Rainbow trout
Brook trout
Brown trout

$ Invested Trips/Invest

(F value)

(F value)

7 .17 *
0.01
0.97
0.50

3.73 *
0.02
2.32
0.02

(F value)

1. 07
0.75
5.42 *
0.52

Mackinaw (lake) trout
Largemouth bass
Striped bass
Kokanee salmon
Northern pike
Wa11eye

2.76
0.05
0 .18
1.36
3.84 *
20.61 **

7.83
4.03
18.02
12.83
5.50
9.60

*
*
**
**
*
*

1.67
0.06
0.50
0.45
0.00
0.78

Smallmouth bass
White bass
Channel catfish
Crappie
Grayling
Whitefish

6.85 *
2.36
37.76 **
0.58
0.01
0 .18

0.48
0.00
3.21
5.44 *
11.82 **
18.02 **

1.30
2.86
2. 41
0 . 16
4.48
0.50

Bluegill
Cisco
Green sunfish
Yellow perch
Crayfish
Bullhead
Chub
Sucker
Carp

3.43
0.04
17.12 **
0.97
0.00
1. 26
0.42
0.11
0.94

3.33
0.46
7.60 *
2.76
0.11
2.53
1.81
0.25
0.07

1

0. 58
0.48
0.01
0.04
2.73
0 .18
0.02
6 .12 *
3.81 *

Fish species are listed in the same order as in Table 4- 7, in
descending order from most highly desirable to least
desirable.
* Significant to .05 level
** Significant to .001 level
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specialization,

the independent variable,

outcome, the dependent varia ble.
five-point

and motive or desired

Desired outcome was measured using 14

Likert scale questions asking respondents to indicate

importance of each item in their decision to go fishing

the

from (1) not at

all important to (5) extremely important.
An analysis
relationship
15).

of variance was again employed to test the

between level of specialization

High specialists

motives (especially
spec ialists.
reflection

indicated
skill,

Significant,

importance in achievement

challenge and learning)

High specialists
significantly

a greater

and desired outcome (Table

than low

also rated relaxation

and personal

higher than medium and low specialists.

though slightly

smaller, differences

were noted in

enjoying nature,

getting

High specialists

rated being with friends or family significantly

than low specialists.
Significant

differences

away, and having a chance to think about life .

However, the difference

lower

was not great .

were found in 11 of the 14 outcome questions ,

strongly supporting the hypothesis.
Nature , escape and social outcomes ranked as the most important
motives across the three levels of specialization.
ranked next in all of the specialization
were the least

levels.

Personal values
Achievement motives

important of the desired outcomes tested,

values suggesting achievement was slightly
The two outcome statements relating

with mean

important to important.
to catching fish were

included to determine if catching fish was a true reason for fishing.
They are not standard desired outcome scales as described by Driver
(1977).

It should be noted that respondents cited these as slightly
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Table 15. Analysis of variance and means for desired outcomes by
specialization
level. 1
Specialization
Overa11
Mean

Statement

Low Med High

F Value

Achievement
To just catch a few fish
To improve skills and abilities
To catch a limit of fish
To show the fish I catch to others
To test my skill
To challenge myself
To learn
To gain experiences to tell
people about

3.0
2.6
2.3
1.5
2.6
2.5
2.8

2.9
2.3
2.3
1.5
2.2
2.2
2.6

3.0
2.6
2.3
1.6
2.5
2.6
2.8

3.0
2.9
2.2
1.5
3.0
2.8
3.1

1.34
33. 71 **

2.0

1.9

2.1

2.1

4.97 *

Social
To be with friends

3.7

3.8

3.6

3. 5

5.59 *

Nature
To enjoy nature and the outdoors

4. 2

4.1

4.3

4.3

5.31 *

Escape
To get away from people
To relax

3.4
4.1

3.3
3.9

3.5
4.1

3.6
4.2

4.79 *
7.15 **

Personal values
To reflect on personal values
To have a chance to think
about life

2.6

2. 4

2.6

2.8

8 . 77

3.0

2. 9

3.1

3.1

4.58 *

1

or family

0. 71

1.84
48. 60 **
23.82 **
20.95 **

Measured using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from (1) not at
all important to (5) extremely important
* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .001 level

**
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important to important desired outcomes of fishing.
H6. People in different
significantly

typology subgroups will differ

in desired outcomes for fishing.--The

relationship

tested

in this hypothesis used typology subgroup as the independent variable
and desired outcome as the dependent variable.
measured the relative
statements

Desired outcome

importance respondents placed on 14 different

regarding why they decide to go fishing on a 5-point Likert

scale ranging from (1) not at all important to (5) extremely important.
Typology subgroup accounted for significant
two of the 14 desired outcome items (Table 16).
hypothesis

differences
Therefore,

in only
the

is rejected.

Number of trips,

however, accounted for significant

differences

in 10 of the 14 outcome items, supporting the notion that people who
make few trips

(less than 10 in the past year) differ

desired outcomes from those who make many trips.
differences
specialization

is virtually

identical

of

Largest differences

were

challenge and learning motives, followed by

escape and nature motives.

An inverse relationship

in the importance of being with friends
fish more frequently

The pattern

are less likely

or family.

was again evidenced
Those people who

to cite being with friends

or

family as a major reason for fishing.

These relationships

support to the idea that participation

may be nearly as predictive,

at least

explanatory,

in

to those noted when comparing

level with desired outcome.

again found in skill,

significantly

as specialization

angler motives and behaviors.

add further

in understanding differences

or
in
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Table 16. Analysis of variance for desired outcomes of fishing
experiences by trips (low/high), investment (low/high) and typology
subgroups (four categories).
$ Invested Trips/Invest
(F value)
(F value)

# of Trips

Statement

(F value)

Achievement
To just catch a few fish
To improve skills and abilities
To catch a limit of fish
To show the fish I catch to others
To test my ski 11
To challenge myself
To learn
To gain experiences to tell
people about
Social
To be with friend s or family

4 . 19
61.08
0.08
3.03
67.00
34. 31
41.03

**

21.43 **

0.33

0.38

16.87 **

2.08

0.64

9. 99 **

0.01

0.01

12.86 **
8.10 *

0 .14

0.00

1. 70
0.01

8.31 *

1. 24

0 .16

0.82

0. 23

3.89 *

Nature
To enjoy nature and the outdoors
Escape
To get away from people
To relax
Personal values
To reflect on per sonal values
To have a chance to think
about life

* Significant
** Significant

**
**

**

**
**
*

at .05 level
at .001 level

Investment accounted for significant
14 motive statements

2.50
1. 37
5.63 *
3.35
0.48
0.23
0.36

0.75
14.19
0.84
0.00
16.74
10. 91
7 .16

**

(improving and testing

differences
skills,

in four of the

challenge and

learning).
Other Management-Related Results
The questionnaire

included several other management-related
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questions directed
fishing,

at gaining insight

fishing preferences

about fishing
differences

and where anglers go to obtain information

and fishing opportunities.
between specialization

these measures.

into various other aspects of

No effort

was made to test

levels or typology subgroups within

They were intended to provide general descriptive

information deemed important by state officials.
Warmwater or Coldwater Fishing Activity.--One
debated issues in Utah fisheries
versus coldwater fisheries.
asking for more opportunities
experiences.
specifically

of the most hotly

management is the supply of warmwater

Special interest
to pursue their

groups are frequently
preferred

type of fishing

For example, bass clubs often seek additional
largemouth bass, fisheries.

demands in perspective

In an effort

warmwater,

to put those

with general angler use, respondents were asked

to break down the number of trips

taken the previous year based on the

type of fish they were fishing for (warmwater or coldwater).
illustrates

the results.

Coldwater fishing

(including rainbow trout)

percent of the fishing trips.
percent of the trips.
specifically

Less than 3 percent of the trips

about 13

are

for largemouth bass.

specialization

in each category.

between low and high levels of

There is marked increase

in number of

for bass and warmwater fish as one moves from a low to high level

of specialization.
trout

accounts for about 80

Warmwater angling represents

There is a noteworthy difference

trips

Table 17

A decrease in the percentage of trips

is countered with an increase in percentage of trips

coldwater fish between low and high level specialists;

for rainbow
for

the combined
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Table 17. Angler activity based on number of trips
coldwater fish by level of specialization.

for warmwater or

Specialization
Medium High

# of Trips

Percentage

Low

Largemouth bass only

0.4

2.7

1.1

1.6

4 .1

All warmwater fish

1. 4

9.7

4 .1

9.0

11. 7

Rainbow trout only

3. 2

22.5

30.5

22.4

20.8

All coldwater fish

8. 0

56.3

45.4

58.5

57.8

Any fish that bit

1. 2

8.5

18.6

7.5

6.8

14.2

99.7

99. 0

101. 2

Type of Fish

Tota 11

Rounding error accounts for totals

percentage stays relatively
is the decrease in likelihood
bites as one progresses

constant.

not equalling

100 percent.

Perhaps the most notable change

that a person fishes for any fish that

from low to high specialization.

It may be

that these anglers move into fishing for various coldwater species,
some of the coldwater anglers branch into warmwater fishing.
neophyte anglers could be utilizing

warmwater fisheries

as

Or, these

as they become

more specialized.
Barriers

to Fishing for Selected Species. -- With 25 different

species present in Utah, anglers have a lot of choices in selecting
fishing opportunities.

Some fisheries

pressure while others are underutilized.
education officials

receive excessive angling
Fisheries

and information and

in the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources are
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frequently

trying to distribute

overused waters, to better

angler use, either

utilize

low-use waters or to introduce

anglers to new fishing opportunities.
opportunity

hindering anglers'

to better

understand what barriers

use of fisheries

resources,

may be in place

respondents were asked

the main reasons why they did not fish for the various fish

species available.
desirable,

Manyof these include the

to fish for species some anglers are not accustomed to.

In an effort

to identify

to ease pressure on

They were given five choices:

(2) don' t know how to catch,

(1) do not regard as

(3) don't know where to fish,

(4) don't have the proper equipment and (5) too far to travel ; and
asked to select
fact,

the main reason each species was not fished for if,

they did not fish for it.

Heller and Peterson (1985) determined

that ''did not have enough timett was the most frequently
for not fishing
intentionally

for various species in Arkansas.

cited reason

That option was

omitted from the choices in this study to force

r espondents to select
option.

in

Fisheries

a more tangible

and, perhaps, more manageable

managers have no control over the amount of leisure

time anglers may have to go fishing .
In an effort

to keep questionnaire

length to a minimumand assure

a high response rate,

the study sample was split,

respondents receiving

a list

each half of the

of half of the fish speci.es of interest.

Twenty-five species were evaluated in all.
As Table 18 illustrates,

considering the fish as not desirable

cited most frequently

as the reason not to fish for many species.

14 of the 25 species,

it was listed

identified

most frequently.

Respondents

that not knowing where to fish as the main reason for

is
In
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Table 18. Reasons cited why anglers did not fish for selected fish
species.
(Value listed is percentage of respondents listing each
reason as the main reason they did not fish for that species.) 1
Number
in
Sample2

Not
Desirable

Don't
Know
How

Don't
Know
Where

Don't
Have
Equip.

Too far
to go

90

13.3
9.9
8.3
13.0

47.8
31. 0
43.3
50.0

2.2
5.6
3 .3
4.6

27.8
31.0
34.2
16.7

Cutthroat trout
Rainbow trout
Brook trout
Brown trout

120
108

8.9
22.5
10.8
15.7

Mackinaw (lake tr.)
Largemouth bass
Striped bass
Kokanee salmon
Northern pike
Wa11eye

341
310
331
414
382
333

3.2
12.9
13.6
7.5
18.6
35 .1

10.6
19.4
14.5
10.4
18.6
22.5

27.3
32.6
26.3
47.8
47.6
26.4

25.5
11. 0
7.9
5.8
3.7
6. 6

33.4
24.2
37.8
28.5
11. 5
9.3

Smallmouth bass
White bass
Channel catfish
Crappie
Grayling
Whitefish
Bluegill
Cisco
Green sunfish
Yellow perch
Crayfish
Bullhead
Chub
Sucker
Carp

416
356
421
384
423
395
402
447
467
474
476
427
496
490
491

28.8
34.8
63.7
48.7
34.5
52.4
58.2
46.1
56.7
61. 2
68.5
68.4
88.3
91.0
94.3

15.6
16.6
9.7
11. 5
14.2
10.4
8.5
10.7
8.4
7.4
8.8
7.5
2.8
2.2
2.4

33.4
31. 5
12.8
23.8
38.5
30.4
23.1
17.2
28.5
26. 2
17.0
20. l
6.9
5.3
2.4

7.0
4.2
4. 0
2.6
0.9
1.4
4.5
7.2
1. 5
0.6
1. 9
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.2

15. 1
12.9
9.7
13.4
11. 8
5 .1
8.7
18.8
4.9
4.6
3.8
3.5
1. 4
1.0
0.6

2
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Species are listed in order of desirability
as determined by
scale measure from most highly desirable to least desirable, as
listed in Tables 4-7 and 4-8.
The sample (n=l216) was split in half, each half receiving a
partial list of fish species.
Approximately 600 respondents had
the opportunity to respond to each species.
Values listed here
are the number of respondents that identified a reason why not
fishing for that particular species by checking the appropriate
choice.
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8 species and "too far to travel"
For the highly desirable

was listed

species (all of the trout and most of

the larger cool and warm water predators),
was identified

for 3 species.

as the main reason.

"don't know where to fish"

As desirability

decreases,

reason given for not fishing for those species shifts
as desirable."

"Too far to travel"

fishing for striped

the

to "don' t regard

is cited as main reason for not

bass, mackinaw (lake) trout and rainbow trout

with "don't know where to fish").

(tied

Striped bass and lake trout are

found only in waters 150 or more miles from Utah' s population centers.
"Don't know how to catch" and "don't have the proper equipment" are
generally

listed

as the third or fourth most commonreason for not

fishing for selected
which generally

species,

requires

In most cases,

with the notable exception of lake trout,

boats and other specialized

equipment.

information and education efforts

influence on an angler's

attitude

can have an

about various fish species .

information and education programs can be tailored

Public

to help anglers

learn how to fish and where to fish for the various species.

To a

degree, information and education can begin to change attitudes
desirability
increases

of less desired fish.

Agency officials

are documenting

in uses of some species at the present time.

Some species,

like mackinaw and largemouth bass can be caught at certain
year with simple techniques and virtually

about

no specialized

times of the
equipment,

suggesting that not having the proper equipment could be overcome as a
barrier

to those fishing opportunities.
Water Type Preferences.--Utah's

wide array of flat

fishing opportunities

and flowing-water fisheries.

include a

Several hundred
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natural high-mountain lakes, combined with a few hundred lowerelevation

reservoirs

and several hundred miles of rivers

provide varied fishery resources.
preference statement identifying

and streams,

Respondents were asked to select

a

their preference for rivers/streams

or

lakes/reservoirs.
Anglers showed a preference for lakes and reservoirs
rivers
19).

and streams (26.4%), with 37.0% indicating

(36.6%) over

no preference

This may be due primarily to what fishing opportunities

available,

rather than latent

far exceed opportunities
Table 19.

demand. Flat-water

Angler preferences

fishing opportunities

for setting

(water type).
Percentage of Sample

Streams and rivers

26.4

Lakes and reservoirs

36.6

No preference

37.0

Though no direct

comparisons were made concerning specialization,

it should be noted that highly specialized
(i.e.,

sophisticated

are

on rivers and streams.

Water Type

settings

(Table

anglers utilize

both

fly or lure fishing for trout on streams and
trolling

largemouth bass).

and bait-casting

In highly specialized

between percentage preferring

on reservoirs
anglers,

rivers/streams

for mackinaw or

a similar breakdown

versus lakes/reservoirs

would probably exist due to the supply of each water type.
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ManagementStrateqies.--An
questionnaire

was made in the survey

to determine angler preferences

management strategies
etc . ) .

effort

(i.e.,

for various fisheries

catch and release,

size restrictions,

In reviewing responses to the question,

there were validity

problems.

it became apparent that

For example, agreement with the

statement "I favor catch and release

regulations

on selected waters"

could be evaluated as a measure of support for catch and release
management or a measure that they prefer them only on selected waters
as opposed to state-wide .

Additional research is needed to gain an

understanding of angler preferences
Information Sources.--Fishing

for management strategies.
information is available

from a

myriad of sources (mass media, Division of Wildlife Resources outlets,
word of mouth, etc.).

Whenasked how often they obtain information

about fishing or fisheries

issues from a list

of potential

sources,

respondents relied on friends and family most often (Table 20).
Table 20. Relative importance based on frequency of use of information
sources about fishing and fisheries issues.
Information Source
Friends / family
Fishing proclamation
Newspaper
Sporting goods store
Television
Sportsmen's magazine
Division of Wildlife Resources (OWR)office
Radio
Conservation officer/DWR employee

Frequency of Use1
3.9
3 .1

2.9
2.8
2.8
2.4
2. 1

2.1
1. 9

Based on 5-point Likert scale ranging from (1) never to (5) very
often.
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It was the only item rated at or near "often."

Friends/family was

followed by the fishing proclamation (the annual rules and information
publication),
listed

newspaper, sporting goods store and television.

Those

as being used rarely to sometimes include a conservation

officer,

radio , a Division of Wildlife Resources office and sportsman's

magazines.
A further discussion of the implications of the results
addressed in the final chapter.

is
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SUMMARY

In this chapter,
presented.

a summary and discussion

of the results

It includes a summary of angler specialization,

of specialization
in preferences

is

the value

and an angler typology in understanding differences
between angler groups and implications

management. Further research needs are identified

for fisheries

throughout.

Angler Specialization
The general sample of Utah anglers was successfully
into three definable

groups with distinct

three dimensions of specialization
equipment/investment

and lifestyle/skill).

overall

index indicates

specialization.

have greater

characteristics

utilizing

(experience/participation,
A direct

between each of the nine specialization
specialization

segmented

variables

that each variable

As specialization

relationship

with the overall
contributes

level increases,

experience with higher participation

rates,

as a leisure

is of great value in segregating

results

and committed

activity.

Applying Bryan's (1977, 1979) recreation

definable

specialization

a general angling population

groups based on simple measurable characteristics.
indicate

strong linkages between specialization

outcomes (motivation)
Moderate relationships
desirability

anglers

invest more

money and own more equipment and are more highly skilled
to fishing

to

and preferences

for fishery

framework
into
The

and desired

resource attributes.

were found between specialization

and

of various fish species.

As an angler progresses

from a neophyte to a more experienced and
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committed angler,
using artificial
more select

he/she is more likely
flies

to be a more active angler,

and lures rather than natural

variety of fish species.

A trend toward conservation

exhibited with a higher desire to release
similar

shift

bait to pursue a

fish that are caught.

is
A

from emphasis on number of fish caught to size of fish

caught also seems to occur.
Desired outcome differences

lend support to the notion that

achievement motives increase as a person moves toward higher
specialization.
skill,

These are exhibited

in desires

to improve and test

challenge oneself and learn from angling experiences.

Nature,

escape and personal values motives also increase with greater
specialization.

Social motives actually

the specialization
concentration

continuum, indicating

on fishing as a leisure

Relationships

support,

ratings.

The largest

found in moderately desirable
of knowledge, skill
specialized,

paralleled,

and desirability

differences

There is moderate

in species ratings were

As a person becomes more
beyond the ubiquitous

This change in behavior may be

in the lower ranges of the specialization

continuum, with variations

in

species that require some advanced level

he/she may expand fishing activities

at least

of various

accounts for differences

or equipment to catch.

rainbow trout to other species.

commitment and

activity.

to generalize.

however, that specialization

desirability

a greater

between specialization

fish species are more difficult

decrease as one moves up in

in settings

and techniques utilized.
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Value of Specialization.
specialization

As stated above, recreation

is a valuable tool to help better

in preferences,

motivations

and species desirability

segments in a general angling population.
successfully

operationalized

understand differences
between angler

Specialization

with successful

results

was

in a manner using

simpler mathematical procedures than in previous studies.
of this approach is that it is logical
individuals

who may not be familiar

and statistical
makers.

procedures.

and easily understood by those

with social science methodologies

It is easy to use and defend to policy

Findings also support, with statistical

assumptions fisheries

One benefit

biologists

evidence, many of the

make regarding angler behavior and

preferences.
For example, field biologists
experience,

know, through observation

that some anglers are more specialized

have a feel for many of the general characteristics

and

than others.

They

of high and low

specialists

regarding skill,

participation

and equipment and resulting

differences

in preferences.

They now have supporting empirical

evidence upon which to base management recommendations and decisions.
A high correlation
specialization
observation,
the variables
specialization
variables

was noted between each of the nine

variables

and the overall

in combination with little
(participation

index.

variance found between two of

need not be measured with so many variables.

value of several variables.
variable

That

and investment) suggest that

are highly correlated

participation

specialization

and little

Most

may be gained by additive

Whencomparing anglers based on the

alone, a strong relationship

exists

between
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number of trips

taken the previous year and preferences

resource attributes

as well as motivations for fishing.

be used to discern differences
des i rability

for fishery

in preferences

Investment can

and, to a degree,

rating of fish species.

The findings of this study regarding the differences
anglers with different
Graefe's

participation

levels add additional

(1981) and Chipman and Helfrich's

participation

nece ssary to collect

support to

(1988) conclusions that

is the most important variable

possibly predicting

between

for explaining

angler behavior and preferences.

and

It may not be

data on all of the specialization

variables.

For

fi sheries management purposes , there is a need to understand more about
angler motivations,

preferences

those needs may be available
That particular
contacts

and behavior.

Enough information for

from the participation

variable

alone.

question could be easily asked in routine field

between wildlife

conservation officers

and anglers,

so an

abundance of data and new information could be gathered at virtually

no

added cost .
A final concern is with the term "specialization"
the term is well understood and frequently
literature,
specialization
initial

used in recreation

Though
behavior

those unfamiliar with the concept seem to interpret
as being technique oriented.

In fact,

work described the highest two categories

specialists"

itself.

and "technique-setting

specialists"

is some degree of confusion that a generalist
of species,

a variety

techniques)

can, in fact,

Bryan's own

as "technique
(Bryan 1979).

There

(one who fishes a variety

of waters, with a variety of equipment and
be classified

as a high level specialist
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employing the specialization

methodology utilized

angler is probably quite different

in this study.

from a technique specialist

This
(i.e.,

avid fly fisherman fishing for trout on streams with flies
exclusively),

though both would be categorized

"Involvement,"

"commitment," or "intensity"

into the same subgroup.

may be better

terms that

would not carry the technique connotation of the specialization
concept.

Perhaps "avidity"

is the very best option as an alternative

term, as it seems to capture the enthusiasm and eagerness which
separates

neophytes from the most ardent anglers in pursuit

activity

without inferring

of the

a technique bias.

Value of the Angler Typoloqy.--The simple typology tested
study failed

to yield significant

various typology subgroups.

differences

Two variables,

in this

between anglers in the
participation

and

investment,

were used to segment the sample population into subgroups

representing

the four possible combinations of low and high responses

to each of the two questions.

Though differences

the typology as a whole, differences
individual

variables.
preferences

differences

accounted for differences

extent,

participation

ratings.

for fishing.

in preferences

Investment

and, to a limited

A large amount of variance was

within each of the two variables,

between them.

exist between participation

as well as motivations

species desirability

identified

were noted within each of the

Strong relationships

and fishery

were not found using

but very little

was found

For example, respondents in the high subgroup of
appear to have answered questions very similarly

to those

in the high investment subgroup.
Although this effort

to develop and test a -typology in explaining
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angler behavior was unsuccessful,
abandoned.
refining

Additional research efforts

participation

predictor

the typology approach should not be
should be directed

toward

as a measure of fishing avidity and as a

of behavior and preferences.

Also, research should explore

the area of technique , skill

and challenge as possible predictors.

combination of participation

and technique may prove to be the key

variables

The

in explaining what really drives angler behavior and

preferences.
Management Implications
Fisheries
integrate

managers are becoming increasingly

human dimensions of fisheries

making process.
specialized
decisions

Special interest

and committed anglers,
with their

input.

aware of the need to

information into the decision-

groups, generally

comprised of highly

can and do influence policy

It is important to put that input into

perspective

with the general recreational

preferences.

Recreation specialization

angler's

needs and

provides the means to

understand those differences.
One of the important goals of this study was to identify
two variables
discernable

and test

that would be valuable in segmenting anglers into
groups using simple questions that could be asked in

routing field

interviews between fisheries

officials

and anglers.

These results

suggest that a single question (Howmany times did you go

fishing last year?) is adequate to segment anglers and to identify
differences

within the groups in motivations,

preferences

and, to a limited degree, species desirability.

Additional

research is needed to further

fishery resource

investigate

the
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participation

variable

and atti t udes.
variable

and its predictive

value of angler preferences

It may prove valuable to divide the participation

into three or four subgroups based on natural

breaks in the

distribu t ion of the data (Graefe 1981) to address differences
general statewide population.

in a

Additional work could possibly identify

a second variable

(possibly technique or skill)

that,

in combination

with participation

, could be used to develop a typology that

successfully

segments the angling user group into discrete

identifiable

subgroups.

and

Further re search should focus on applying the participation
dimension and poss ibly another variable
monitoring activities
Possibly,

to data gathering and

conducted during routine field contacts .

"number of trips"

could be asked during every field contact

and a mor e intense research effort

would be conducted every five years

or so .
It may al so be useful to correlate

specialization

and preferences

with availabil i ty of various types of fishing opportunities .
may be ut ilizing

various fisheries

based on supply rather than latent
recreationists
recreation

and forming opinions and preferences
demand.

Likewise, why are

choosing fishing among the options in satisfying

needs?

It is clear that "enjoying nature" and "escape" are

primary motivations for most outdoor recreation,
But, what characteristics
elects

including fishing.

of fishing determine whether or not a person

to go fishing rather than do some other activity?

consideration

Anglers

for further

A final

research is to look at specialization

anglers who fi sh for fish species of particular

interest

within

to managers.
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It seems obvious that highly specialized
specialized

boats for bass have different

anglers that fish from very
preferences

and attitudes

from those who fly fish on streams for trout.
The results
the recreation

of this study and previous research show the value of

specialization

and understanding differences

framework in identifying
and similarities

values of the fishing experience.
fisheries

angler subgroups

in their views and

This information can be useful to

managers and policy makers in several ways.

It provides invaluable information about the general fishing
population and the relationships

between segments of that group.

Information and input are often available
selected populations,

for selected waters or

but data from the general user population have

not been available .
Perhaps the most useful application
able to predict
different
a flies

of these results

how management decisions will affect

specialization

subgroups.

and lures only regulation

is to be

anglers in the

They will know, for example, that

with size restrictions

on fish that

must be released will be most valuable to highly specialized
By addressing the supply of a diversity

of angling opportunities

the percentage of anglers that comprise different
more precisely

anglers.

subgroups, they can

match supply with demand. Managers can also design

management strategies

to provide fishing opportunities

needs of target groups within the specialization
can be developed to specifically

that meet the

continuum.

Fisheries

cater to the needs of a particular

group.
Different

based

reasons are cited by anglers for not fishing for
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various fish species.

As reported in the previous chapter,

where to fish is the most frequently
highly to moderately desirable
as less desirable,

species.

desirability

pursuing those species.

listed

itself

reason for not fishing

As anglers perceive a species
accounts for anglers not

Information and education efforts

be enhanced to encourage and promote use of underutilized

and

Whenanglers know where to go and how to catch fish,

as perceptions

of species desirability

recognition

utilization

could

fisheries

chances are they will take advantage of those opportunities.

efforts,

for

Not knowing where to go is cited as the second

most commonreason reported.

fish species.

not knowing

are changed through education

of the values of those species will encourage

of those resources.

should utilize

Likewise,

Information and education efforts

a wide array of public relations

or two methods were identified

strategies

since no one

as being used at the exclusion of all

others.
It is important to note that this study was limited to resident
anglers in Utah.

No effort

states

or to nonresidents

likely

differences

differences
states.

was made to extrapolate
fishing

in the state of Utah.

between nonresidents

in results

and residents

to other

There are most

as well as

if this study were to be applied in other

The concepts and relationships,

virtually

results

however, could apply to

any angling application.

Conclusion
By identifying
characteristics,
consistent

angler constituencies

managers can better

with angler needs.

based on specialization

provide fishing opportunities

Fisheries

managers and policy makers
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have a tool to better match the sportsman with the type of angling
experience desired (or match the angling experience to the sportsman),
thus maximizing satisfaction.
Since anglers pay most of the cost for fisheries
through the sale of fishing licenses
fishing equipment, continued financial
fisheries

management

and a federal excise tax on
and political

support for

resource programs is dependent on public acceptance of

management decisions
made available

and their satisfaction

to them.

with fishing opportunities
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Utan State unive;srty
Department of Forest Resources

UTAH FISHING STUDY

In lhrs study. we want to hear from you about your fishing. Please respond as an rnd1vrdual. rather than a lamrty or lishrng
grouo. ana lhrnk only aboul your expenences rn the state ol Utah. Thank you.

..
..

PART 1 - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FISHING EXPERIENCES. EQUIPMENT ANO LIFESTYLE

'0-lt

1. How many years have you been rnvotved rn fish·
rng? __
2. How many times dtd you go fishing last year?
3. On ttiose tnos. how many !Imes were you fishrng
tor:
largemouth bass onty? __
largemouth bass or other warmwater fish ?

4.
5.
6.
7.

.,

Pll

,, "

8.

9.

rarnbow trout only? __
rainbow trout or other cotdwater fish?
any lish that bf!? _ _
H ow many different waters have you fished 1 n the
past two years? __
What rs the average number of fishing Ines you
make each yea, ? __
How would you evaluate your level of fishing skrtl
on lhe fotlowrng scale? (c11cie onet
IBeginnert 1 2 3 4 5 (Expert)
Please checx one of the loltow1ng statements regarding boats:
__ t own a boat that I bought spec1ficatly
tor fishing
__ t own a boat thal t bought for other pur·
poses that I use lor fishing
I do not own a boat
Exctuaing a boa!. approxrmatety how much
money do you currently have ,nveste<l rn fish·
,ng equroment? lched< onet
less than S100
5100 to 5250
S250 to SSOO
5500 to $1000
OVef 51000
Excluding your equioment. approximately how
much money did you soend over lhe past year
on tishrng (transportation. lood. permits. boat
gas. elc 11 S ____

t 0. Which of lhe fottowrng '•shing items ao you own J
(check as many as aopty)
__ spinning rod
float tube
__ casting rod __ aownrrgger
__ fty-tyrng equroment
__ ny rod
__ !rolling rod
electronrc lrsn
__ hrp boots
locator
__ fishrng vest
tackle box
__ rce auger
lrvewell
frshrng boat
__ landing net
__ chest waders __ lrollrng motor
creel
fetectrrc or gas1
11. How would you rate fishing comparea ID your
other 1e,sure trme act1v1tres' (checK one1
__ fishrng ,s my iavorrte leisure rnteres1
__ tishrng rs one of my tavorrte lersure rn·
terests
__most other leisure ,nterP5ts are more
,moonant than risnrng
12. Please rank the tottow,ng aspects of your Irle ,n
lheu order of 1moonance t 1 rs most rmoortant.
7 rs least rmponant)
work
__ retrgron
educanon
lam1ty
__ lishrng
other :e1sure acuv,tres
'nends
13. Do you-:-;any tish1ng boo•s'
�es __ no
suoscrroe 10 arry lrshing orrentea '11ag
az1nes 1 __yes __ oo
be!ong to any fishing organrzat1ons ?
__yes __ no

=

H

"w
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PAAT 2 � YOUR A EASONS FOR FISHING
P::oo!e have 01tt:rent r�asors 'Or go!ng !:iiim;. P11s se-:uon coma1ns a hst of 5t3!ements that rr.ar.y people consn::er :m·
poriant reasons for go,ng 'isrnng. When you decide 10 go !1sn1ng. how 1mpor1ant ,s each reason ? Please 1no1cate the 1mpor·
tance oy checking 1ne appropriate space next to eacn statement.
<::"
1

�

l

t To oe with family or friends
2. To 1ust catch a few ltsn
3. To ,morove sK1lls and ao1l111es
To ca1cn a 11m11 01 fish
5. To get away from peoole
6 To en1oy nature and 1ne outdoors
io snow the hsn I catch to others
8. To re,ax
9. To test my skill
tO. To rerlect on personal values
11 To cnallenge myse1J
12. To learn
13. To nave a cnance to think about life
14. To gain exoenences 10 tell people aoout

•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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[
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[
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PART 3 - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FISHING PREFERENCES
Eacn angler is d1tteren1. A vanety of statements about your fishing are listed below. Please ,no,cate now you feet aoout
lhe statements by checking the appropnate space.
.....

,,�

,:i

"'

,:,
lS

When I go hsning
1. I want to eaten hsn
2. I reaily 11ke a lot of acw1ty around me 1wa1e< sk1e<s. Jet skis. d1r1 bikes)
3. I use any legal technique 1hat catches rish
4. I ltke to relax ano let tile fish come take the bait
5 I acuve1y try to learn from the peoole I ltsn with
6. I want to catch my 1tm1t
7 I lry 10 eaten really big hsh
a. I move around a lot trying to locate fish
9. I aon t care 1f I eaten my 1,m,1
10. I like to re1ease 1ne hsn I eaten
11 rm usually 1ry,ng 10 catch a cena,n soec,es of fish
12. I hate staying ,n one soot
13. I en1oy seeing otner ltsnermen
t 4 I hsn ma,n1y w,tn bait
15. I like 10 eaten ·smaner" ltsh
16. I'll laKe a1most any :,sn that tugs on the ltne
t 7 I want some hsn to eat
18. rm hsn,ng as oar1 of anotner outing I• e. camping)
19. I oon t Ike seeing othe< hshe<men
20 I use mainly an1f1c1al lites ana lures
21 1rs ,mponant to me 10 ca1cn a trophy-size hsh
22. I'll retease only small f1sn
23. The size of tne ltsn I ca1cn is verv 1moor1�nt

I �� �.,, "',:i.,,..
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..._. M* � ��*��!

Each angler has d1tferen1 preferences for lhe kinds of fish he fishes lor. The following soec1es are amcng !nose found
1n Utah s public fishing walers. Please 1ndica1e how much you desire 10 catch each species by c1rc11ng lhe appropna1e
number.

#

/.# I.;t ��;;,"-.
o;

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3

1. Channel cartish

2. Mackinaw (lake) lroul

"'

,.,
,,.
••
,,.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

"'

9.

"'
"'
'"
"'

,,,

a.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

Kokanee salmon
Smallmoulh bass
Green sunfish
Brown iroul
Walleye
Chub
Rainbow lroul
Whrte bass
Whitefish
Bluegill
Crayfish
Other
0th8f

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

desirable

'rt

� �

�

qJ"'

� �

�-:fl
l' �
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,g,

o;

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

I +3�0

cr,

�

+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2

+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3
+3

If yoo did no1 fish ror the folr,wrng speoes last year. please 1ndica1e Ille maltl reason why by checking lhe appropn·
ate space. !Check only one response 101 each species not hsned lor.)
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*� # ..l
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1 Channel camsh
2. Mad\Jnaw !lake) trout

3. Kokanee salmon
4. Smallmoolh bass
5. Green sunhsh
.,,
.
6. Brown lrOUI
7. Walleye
'"
a. Chub
9. Rainoow 1rout
10. While oass
11 Whllehsh
•y
12. Bluegill
13. C1ayhsh
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Check one statement be1ow regarding water types:
__ I prefer to fish on
streams,nvers
__ I prefer to fish on
lakeSJreservoirs
__ No preference for
one over the other

I .... ..

Different strategies are used to manage different fisheries. Please 1nd1cate
your prP.lerences by checking those statements you agree with. (Check
as man I as you wish.)
__ l'lavor catch and release regulations on selected waters
__ I favor ilies only" or ities and lures only" regulauons on
selected waters
I favor reduced limits on selected waters
I favor size restrictions on selected waters
I favor standard regulauons statewide
__ I favor standard regulauons on selected waters

=

PART 4 - WHERE You OBTAIN FISHING RELATED INFORMATION
Fishing 1nlormat1on ,s available from many sources. Indicate how otten you obtain 1nlorma11on about fishing and fisheries
,ssues from the sources listed by checking the appropnate space next to each poss1b1lity listed.

...
...
..,
...
...
...
'"
...
...

.,

1

2.
3.
4

5
6
7
8.

9

10

Newspaper
Sporting goods store
Television
Friends,lam1ly
Fishing proctamauon
Radio
Sponsman s magazine
Division of Wildlife Resources office
Conservauoo officer1DWR employee
Other (specify)

" i'
� '�

J
J
J
J
J
J
[ J
[. J
[ J
[ J

.,,,,,
,,,<'!'

[
[
[
[
[
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I
J
J
J
J

PART 5 - FINAU.Y. SOME INFORMATION ABOUT You
Remember. you will not be 1denufied with your answers.
_,,.,,,
"'
:m,,.
,._,,.
·""'

1. What 1s your age? ___
2. Sex: __Male __Female
3. What 1s the highest level of education you have r.ompleted so far' (circle one I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9
tO
11
t2
13
Elementary
H,gn Scnool
4. What county do you lr;e ,n? ---------5. How many years have you lived 1n Utah? ___

14

IS 16
College

16 �

Thank you very much for your help.
Please place your completed quesnonnaire ,n 1he stamped. sell-addressed envelope provided. and drop it 1n any mailbox.
Thanks again.
Bruce Andersen. Research Assistant
137 West Ph1lhos
L.ay,on. UT 84041
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Utah Slate Un,vers,ty
Department of Forest Resources

UTAH FISHING STUDY

In this study. we want 10 hear lrom you about your lisl11ng. Please resoond as an 1nd1v1dual. rather than a 1am1lv or l1sn,ng
group. and think onty aoout your expenences 1n the stale of Utah. Thank you.
PART 1 - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FISHING EXPERIENCES. EQUIPMENT ANO LIFESTYLE

.

....

""

1. How many years have you been involved 1n fish·
ing'-2. How many 11mes did you go l1sh1ng las1 year'

1, �

3. On those 1nps. how many 11mes wefe you fishing
for:
largemouth bass only? __
largemouth bass or other warmwatef fish?

4.
5.
6.

8.

9.

rainbow trout only? __
rainbow trout or other coldwater tish?
any �sh that bit? __
How many different waters have you fished 1n the
past /'NO years? __
What is the average number of fishing trips you
make each year? __
How would you evaluate your level of fishing skill
on the tollow1ng scale' (circle one I
(Beg1nnen 1 2 3 4 5 IExoertl
Please check one of the tollow1ng statemen!S regarding boats:
__ I own a boat that I bough! spec1hcally
for hshing
__ I own a boa I that I bought tor other pur·
poses that I us� I�· 1;�1'1"'.)
I do not own a boat
Excluding a boat. approximately how much
money do you currently have invested 1n hsh·
,ng equ1oment' (check one1
less than $100
5100 to S250
5250 to SSOD
SSOO lo $1000
over $1000
Excluding your equ1oment. aoprox1matefy how
much money did you soend over the oas1 year
on hsh1ng 11ransoortat10n. load. permits. boat
gas. e1c.1' s ____

,.,,

,.,.

10. Which ot the lollow1ng t1sh1ng items oo you own l
(check as many as apply)
__ spinning rod
Noat tube
__ casting rod __ downngger
__ l!y rod
__ 'ly-ry1ng e,:iu1pmen1
__ 1ro1llng rod
electronic hsh
locator
h10 boots
__ fishing vest
tackle box
11vewell
__ ,ce auger
__ landing net __ fishing ooat
__ cnest waders __ lrolhng motor
__ creel
(electric or gas1
t 1. How would you rate fishing comcareo to your
other leisure time acuv,11es' (check onet
__ ish1ng is my favorite leisure interest
__ !1sh1ng is one of my favorite leisure •n·
terests
__ most other leisure interests are more
1mponant than hsh1ng
12. Please rank the following asoects of vour hie ,n
their oroer of 1moonance It ,s most 1moonan1.
7 is least 1mponant1
work
__ religion
educat1cn
__ lam1ly
__ fishing
other leisure acuv,11es
Inends
13. Do you: own any i1sh1ng books'
__Jes __no
subscnbe to any hsn1ng orienteo mag
azines' __Jes __ no
belong 10 any fishing organ1za11ons i
__ yes __no
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PART 2 - YOUR REASONS FOR FISHING
Peooie have a1tterem re3sons for 001nc hshr�. Th,s sectJon contains a lrst of statements that manv ceoole cons!de! ,m
ponant reasons lor going lrsh1ng. When you decide to go fishing, how important IS each reason ? Please' 1ndrcate tne 1mpor·
lance oy checking me aopropnate space next to each sta1ement.
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tO.
11
12.
t3.
14

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

be with lam11y or frrenas
1us1 eaten a lew l1sh
improve skills and all1hbes
catch a 1tm1t ol l1sn
get away lrom peoole
en1oy nature ana the outdoors
show tne lrsn I catcn to others
relax
test my skill
reflect on personaJ vaJues
challenge myse1f
learn
have a chance to think about hie
gain exoerrences 10 lell people about

PART 3 - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FISHING PREFERENCES
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Eacn angler is ·J1Heren1. A vanety of statements about your fishing are listed below. Please 1nd1cate how you leeJ about
the statements by cnecx1ng the appropnate space.
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,,,,.P
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#

§;

When I go fishing
1 I want to catch lrsn
2. I rearly lrke a lot of acnv11y around me (water skiers. Jet skis. dirt btkes)
3. I use any legai technique Iha! catenes fish
4. I lrke 10 relax and let tne ltsh come take !he bait
5. I acttvety If\' 10 learn from lhe people I fish w1lh
6. ! want to eaten my 1tm1t
7 I If\' 10 eaten really bKj lrsh
8. I move arouno a lot lf\'1ng 10 locate lish
3. I don I care 11 I catch my 1tm1t
t O ! 11ke 10 •elease t•e �h I eaten
11 1 m usually lf\'1ng to eaten a certain species of lish
12. I hate staying 1n one spot
t 3 1 en1oy seeing other lrshermen
14 I f1sn mainly w11n oa1t
t 5 I lrke 10 eaten ·smaner" hsh
t 6. 111 1a1<e atmost any ltsh tnat tugs on the lrne
1 7 I ..ant some l1si1 to eat
18. I'm lish1ng as pan of anotner ouong (1.e. camping)
19. I don t ltke seeing otner ltsnermen
20. I use ma1n1y antlrc1al Hies ano lures
21 It's 1mponan1 10 me to eaten a 1ropny-s1ze lrsh
22. Ill release only small lrsh
23 The StZe ol lhe l1sh I catch is very ,mponant
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Eacn angler has different preferences for !he k1nos ot fish he tishes for. The following species are among those found
1n Utan s public fishing waters. Please 1nd1cate how mucn you desire to catch eac.� species by c1rd1ng the appropnate
numoer.

undesirable
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1 Yellow percn
2. Brook trout

3. Caro
4. Grayling
5. Rainbow trout
6. Norltlern pike
7. Bullhead
8. Sucker
9. Largemouth bass
10 Cunhroat trout
11. Stnoea bass
12. Cisco
13. Crappie
14. Olher
15. Other
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If you cM not f ish tor the foltow,ng soec1es last year. please 1nd1ca1e the main reason wny t1i checx1ng the appropn·
ate space. (Check only one response tor eacn soeoes not fished for.)
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1. Yellow perch

2. Brook trout

3. Carp
Grayling
5. Rainbow trout
6 Nonnern pike
7 Bullheaa
a. Sucker
9. Largemouth bass
10. Cunnroat trout
11 Slnoea oass
12. Cisco
13 Craoo1e
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Check one s:atement beiow re
garding water rypes:
__ I prefer to fish on
streamsmvers
__ I prefer 10 fish on
lakeS1reseN01rs
__ No pieference for
one over the Olher

,,.,. 01Heren1 siraieg:es are used :o manage different fisheries. P1ease !ndica1e
your preferences by checking those statements you agree with. (Check
as many as you wish.)
__ I favor catch and release regulafions on selected waters
__ I favor ilies only" or "flies and lures only" regulal!ons on
selecied waters
I favor reduced limits on selected waters
I favor size restnctJons on selected waters
__ I favor siandard regulafions siatewide
__ I favor standard regulations on selected waters

PART 4 - WHEFIE You OBTAIN FiSHING RELATED INFORMATION
Fishing 1nlormat10n is available from many sources. Indicate how oNen you obtain informa11on about fishing and fisheries
issues from lhe sources hsted by checking the appropnate space next to each poss1b1l1ty listed.
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1

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9

10

Newspaper
Sporting goods store
Telev1s1on
Fnendstlam1ly
Fishing proclamation
Radio .
Sportsman s magazine
Division of Wildtffe Resources office
Conservation officer10WR eml)loyee
Other (speedy)
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PART 5 - FINALLY, SOME IHFORMATION ABOUT You
Remember. you w1U nol be rdennfied with your answers.
,H•
,.
"'"'
,,.,.
"'"'

1. What is your age? ___
2. Sex: __Male _·_Female
3. What is the hrghesl level ol educallon you have comoleted so far ? forcle one)
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 a
9
10
11
12
13
High Schoo
�C?!!"�r.13fY
4. What county do you live 1n? ---------5. How many years have you lived 1n Utah? ___

14

15 16
College

16+

Thank you very much for your help.
Please placa your completed QUeSoonna,re ,n the stamped, self-addressed envelope provided. and drop � 1n any mailbox.
Thanks again.
Bruce Andersen. Researtn As5151ant
137 West Ph,llios
l.a)'1on. VT 84041
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREST FIESOUACES
College of Natural Resources
i..ogan. Utan 84322-5215

(801\ 750-2455
(801) 7�0-2456

July JO, 1987
Dear Ut3h Elsnerman:

f1.sn1nq is a popular le1sur!! act.1·,1ty for thou.sands of Utanns, and i:s
;:cpt:ldc-1ty 1s grC'\J1.nq. ftsnec-1es expect!!! ace t:-"y"1.ng to ;,lan :or that
1.nc:-eas1ng and changing demand. Ho\.levec, we otcen don't re:!lly '<new ·...1hac's
1.�portanc co fisnerrnen. Wt.thout sucn 1.nformac1on, and v1thout a clear
Jnderstandi�g �f c�e types of anglers d..nd their preferences, dec131ons tnac
affect ::3n1ng a�e difficult t� make.
You have be@n ,elected as cne of a small numoer of anglers to give us your
feelings aoouc fisn1nq. Your name was drawn in a random sample of Utah
fisnermen. rn order chat the results will truly represent the t�inkinq �f the
3pclrt� "en of Utah, 1.c. 1.:s impoC"t:anc that each quesc1onna1r-e be completed dnd
r-eturned.
r ...,.ant t� assure you Chat your- responses w1.ll cema1n Coffl?letely
c=nfident1al. !�e quest1onna1ce nas a �roJect numoer for mailing �uC?CJse�
�n!y. '!'h13 1,3 so �e may cneck your name off ��e mailing list wnen �CUL
quesc1onna1r-e 1.s r-et'..l.med. Your name ...,.111 never appear ::>n c.he quesc1cnna1re.
TI,e resul:3 of this resea�ch will be made available to state ··ildlifo
officials, otner fisner1.es expeLtS and all 1.nteC"ested c1t1zens. You may
r-ece1'le a 3l..ll'ffl\ary of ::esults oy wr1t1.nq '"sutm1ary re,que!ted" on the back ..Jf che
r-eturn envelope, and pr1nt1ng your name 3nd address oelcw 1.c. Please do not
?Ut your name en cne quesc.1onna1re 1.cself.
C:im;::ilec1ng c�e questionnair-e should take about 15 mtnuces.
-:-:uld :.ake a Eew onomencs now ta complete Lt.
:.J.!..:.

'.JLll ::e happy co answer- 1ny questions you :night have.
. ·t ;:,,.:r.e r.�'Tl.CeC' 1.s 546-lli9.

ThanK '(OU ·1e�1 mucn f:,r your ass1stance.

3r- .Jce �nder:sen
Pt'�Jec: �eadec
1

i?eC"hdps '(OU

Please r..r1.te :c
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREST RESOURCES
College of Natural Resources
Utah State Untvers1ry

Logan. Utah 84322-5215

(801) 750-2455
(801) 750-2456

August 31, 1987
Utah fisherman:
About a month ago I \.lt'Ote to you seeking information about you and your
fishing preferences. As of today, we have not yet received your completed
questionnaire.
We have undertaken this study because we believe that citizen's opinions
should be taken into account when planning the future of fisheries management
in Utan.
I am writing to you again because each questionnaire is so important to
the usefulness cf the study. You were selected through a scientific sampling
process that gave every fisherman an equal chance of being selected. This
means only one in every hundred fishermen was asked to participate in the
study.
Therefore, it is essential that each questionnaire be completed and
returned in order that the results of this study truly represent the sportsmen
of Utah.
I want to remind you that the results of this research will be made
available to state wildlife officials and fisheries managers.
In the event that yours have been misplaced, a replacement questionnaire
and pre-stamped return envelope are enclosed.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Bruce Andersen
Project Leader

